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EC Prepares for Session To Discuss Yugoslavia 

Trying To Define Policy 

LD2607195991 Belerade TANIUG in English 
IS10 GMT 26 Jul 91 

[Milenko Babic report] 

[Text] Bonn, July 26 (TA \JUG)}—Bonn today also did 
not say who from Yugoslavia, besides Federal officials. 
should be invited to the forthcoming session of the 
European Community (EC) ministenal council in Brus- 
sels on July 29. 

German Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrch Genscher said 
on Wednesday that “representatives of the Yugoslav 
republics” should also attend the Brussels meeting. 

Bonn sources now unofficially say, however, that this 
does not refer to the presidents of the republics bui to 
members of the state Presidency of Yugoslavia. 

Genscher allegedly got app oval for this yesterday from 
his colleagues from France and Luxembourg. Roland 
Dumas and Jacques Poos respectively. 

In view of Bonn’s and Paris's points of departure, this 
sounds logical. An invitation to the Presidency members 
could not be interpreted as a step towards recognizing 
the republics since they do not represent the republics 
only. but still represent Yugoslavia. 

Both the positions of Bonn, which 1s not (any longer) for 
talks with the helpless federation, and of Paris, which 1s 
not (yet) for the recognition of the republics, would be 
satisfied in this way. 

It remains unclear, however, whether this “compromise 

invitation” umphies all the members of the Presidency or 
only the representatives of Slovenia and Croatia. 

According to Bonn sources, the EC will next Mcenday in 
Brussels express to the “Yugoslav participants in the 
talks” its readiness im general to discuss “all the pro- 
posals of the Federal bodies and the republics.” 

The EC wall on its part, as expected with certainty im 
Bonn, extend the activity of its observer mission to 
Croatia as well 

New negotiations are not considered necessary for this in 
Bonn, but only an “elaboration of details.” since the 

Bnon: Declaration 1s interpreted as not limiting the 
mission's activity to Slovema alone 

The Y ugosiavs wall also be asked whether they want “one 
high ranking mediator, either from the ranks of the EC or 
the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe.” 
That would mean that the twelve have accepted the 
suggestion of the German Social Democrats of three days 
ago 
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On the condition that matters begin moving towards a 
peaceful and democratic settlement of the crisis in Yugo- 

slavia the EC wali be prepared. as indicated in Bonn 
today. to also discuss economic and financial aspects of 
cooperation with the “participants from Yugoslavia ~ 

The wumpression 1s, at least here in Bonn, that the EC 1s 

trying hard to define its policy towards Yugoslavia as 
uniformly as possible since that 1s the condition for its 

more effective “observing” or “mediation”, without 
which only a new escalation of hostilities can be expected 

in Yugoslavia 

Van den Broek on Peace Move 

AU 2807131891 Paris AFP im Enelish 1256 GMT 

28 Jul 9! 

[Text] The Hague, July 28 (AFP}—Dutch Foreign Min- 
ister Hans van den Brock announced on Sunday that he 
would propose a fresh European Community (EC) peace 
initiative for Yugoslavia. The move, which he will put to 

Monday's meeting of the EC council of forcagn ministers 
will call for jount patrols by federal and Croatian forces 

Mr. van den Brock. whose country holds the EC's 

rotating presidency. told Dutch radio that the proposal 

aimed to stab:lize the situation in Yugoslavia by “asking 
the federal Army and the Croatian territornal forces to 
peacefully unify their efforts” He proposed that the 
joint patrols be coordinated with the activities of an EC 
monitoring force currently in the country. Mr. van den 

Brock said that with the joint patrols, 1 would “perhaps 
be possib’- to be more certain about the respect of the 

ceasefire” nominally in force in Croatia 

The Dutch foreign minister said that the rapid dispatch 
of an EC peacekeeping force to Yugoslavia would be 
“difficult” due to the varying positions of the different 
EC countnes. He added that for this reason. it was better 
that peacekeeping functions be carried out by the 
Croatian militia and federal troops. Mr. van den Brock 
said any new visit to Yugoslavia by semor EC officials 
would depend on the assessment delivered by the EC 

observers currently in place 

The Dutch foreign munister said that the rapid dispatch 
of an EC peacekeeping force to Yugoslavia would be 
“difficult” due to the varying positions of the different 
EC countnes. He added that for this reason, it was better 
that peacekeeping functions be carried out by the 
Croatian militia and federal troops 

Mr. van den Brock said any new visit to Yugoslavia by 
semor EC officials would depend on the assessment 
delivered by the EC observers currently on place 

SFRY Delegation Arrives for EC Meetings 

LD2907121291 Belerade TANILG Domestic Service 
in Serbo-Croanan 1046 GMT 29 Jul 9! 

{Excerpts} Brussels, 29 Jul (TANJUG)—Vasil Tupurk- 

ovsk: and Bogic Bogicevic, SFRY Presidency members 



' 

Federal Executive Council President Ante Markovic: 
and Federal Foreign Affairs Secretary Budimir “oncar. 
arrived today in Brussels at the invitation of the EC 
Council of Ministers to attend a mecting of the EC 
foreign ministers, who are expected to launch a fresh 
peace mutative to resolve the crisis in Yugoslavia and, 
above all, end the conflict and start a dialogue in Croatia. 

Immediately upon their arrival, Tupurkovski, Bogicevic, 
Markovic, and Loncar met with EC Commission Presi- 
dent Jacques Delors. According to EC sources, Tupurk- 
ovski and Bogicevic are expected to meet the British and 
French foreign ministers, Douglas Hurd and Roland 
Dumas. [passage omitted] 

Prime Minister Markovic 1s expected to ask the EC to 
restore its financial aid to Yugoslavia and to open the 
doors to negotations on Yugoslavia’s “associate mem- 
bership” in the EC providing there is cease-fire in 
Yugoslavia and peaceful negotiations for resolving the 
Crisis arc set im Motion. 

Demonstrations Held 

402907115791 Paris AFP in English 1140 GMT 
29 Jul 91 

[Text] Brussels, July 29 (AFP)}—Several hundred dem- 
onstrators chanted “murderers” as two Yugoslav leaders 
arnved here on Monday for talks with European Com- 
munity foreign ministers. 

Around 1,000 protestors, mostly Croats or Albanians 
from Kosovo, held a nowy demonstration outside the EC 
bui’! ings as Prime Minister Ante Markovic and Foreign 
Minister Budimur Loncar arnved for lunch with the EC 
officials. They were here to discuss a new peace initiative 
to end the ethnic strife in Yugoslavia, which reportedly 
claamed 180 lives at the weekend alone in part of 
Croatia 

The demonstrators, who had come from Germany. the 

Netherlands, France and Sweden, waved Croatian and 
Albaman nationalist flags. A few Yugoslav nuns were 
also among the crowd. 

EC, U.S., Japan Asked To Cooperate on Economy 

40 2807142591 Paris AFP in English 1410 GMT 

28 Jul 91 

[Text] Pars, July 28 (AFP}—The United States, the 
European Community (EC) and Japan must cooperate 
from now until the year 2000 or msk restraining world 
economic growth and generating inflation and protec- 
hhonism, a report warned here Monday. The report, 
published by the French National Institute for Statistics 
and Economia Studies (INSEE), called on the three 
cconomic powers to work together to “pilot” the global 
economy, saying that regulated world trade would 
reduce instability and insure “the conditions for a return 
to sustained growth with low inflation for the decade ~ 
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Ja such a case, invesiment would return to a sicady 

rhythm, and the United States would “return to the path 
of higher growth.” Japan and the newly industnalized 
Asian countnes would continue their rapsd cxpansion, 

and the European Community would aiso benefit, the 
report, entitled “Honzon 2000", said. Strong growth 
would reduce world debt and “provide an oxygen bubble 
for Eastern Europe and developing countnes.” 

If the countnes cooperated, the annual growth of indus- 
tnalized countnes as a whole would be at least one point 

per year higher than if they engaged in protectionism, 
while inflation would run one and a half points lower, 
according to the institute. The report warned that if the 
three economic powers failed to guide the world 
economy together, 1 could suffer “tensions” and 
unstable oil prices, “renewing inflationary pressures and 
threatening the development of the most indebted coun- 
ries.” 

The institute said that if protectionism was allowed to 
flourish and tariff wars broke out, “the climate of con- 
frontation would reinforce the unstable conditions of the 
beginning of the Secade.” In case of an economic slump 
sparked by a trade war. Japan and Europe would both 
suffer from an Amencan recession while developing and 
Eastern European countries would face bankruptcy, 
according to the report. 

Genscher: SFRY Situation ‘Exceptionally Serious’ 

LD2507135191 Berlin ADN in German 1139 GMT 
25 Jul 91 

[Excerpts] Bischofsgruen (ADN\—Federal Foreign Min- 
ister Hans-Dietrich Genscher described the situation in 
Yugoslavia as “exceptiona serous and giving cause 
for concern.” On the sidelines of a meeting in the upper 
Francoman resort of Bischofsgruen with his French 
counterpart, Roland Dumas, and Luxembourg Foreign 
Minister Jacques Poos, Genscher stated once again this 
afternoon that the EC has to play a stronger role in the 
crisis regicn. He conceded that all EC measures can only 
“be taken in agreement with those resonsible in Yugo- 
slavia.” [passage omitted] 

After the talks in Bischofsgruen the three EC foreign 
ministers will visit the Bayreuth Wagner Festival 
together with Costa Rican Foreign Minister Bernd Nie- 
haus Quesada. 

EC Budget Includes $472 Million for Moscow 

402607132291 Paris AFP in English 1307 GMT 

26 Jul 91 

[Text] Brussels, July 26 (AFP}—European Community 
budge! coumusters have adopted a draft EC budget for 
1992 including 400 million European currency units 
(ECU's, 472 mithon dollars) for technical assistance to 
the Soviet Union 

The budget also includes 38 milhon ECU's for Albama 
and 60 milhon ECU's for emergency humanitanan aid 
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needs. according to officials of the Netherlands, which 
currently holds the rotating EC pressdency 

The 1992 budget provides for total spending of 65.5 
bilhon ECU's. some 10 per cent more than this year's 

budget. but the increased aid for the Soviet Union. 
Albania and ihe emergency humanitarian aid pro- 
gramme have meant cuts cisewhere. A total 380 milhon 
ECU's have been trummed from the environment, 
domestic market. food and and energy budgets. EC 
sources said 

The draft has yet to be approved by the European 
Parhament and come back to EC ministers before being 
finally adopted at the end of the year. The European 
Parhament, which has the final say. = cupected to 
oppose the cuts agreed on Thursday particularly as they 
affect sectors over which deputies cxupress concern. 

Pentagonale Ministers To Meet in Dubrovnik 26 Jul 

AU 2507172391 Vienna WIENER ZEITUNG 

in German 25 Jul Vi pl 

[Unattmbuted report “Meeting in Dubrownik™] 

{Text} Vienna—The crisis in Yugoslavia ts one of the 
topics to be discussed at the Pentagonale mecting of 
heads of government. foreign ministers, and parlamen- 
tanans of this association, that 1s scheduled to take place 
in Dubrovnik on 26 and 27 July. 

SFRY Prime Minister Ante Markovec will deliver a 
Statement on the criss om hes country on Saturday 
According to a statement issued by the Chancellor's 
Office. at the two-day mecting, the leading politicians 
from Italy. Austria, Hungary, the CSFR. and Yugoslavia 
will also agree on a final statement on this subject 
Poland will be accepted as the sixth member, so the 
Pentagonale wil! be enlarged to become a Hexagonale 
asso tation 

Chancellor Franz Vranuzky and SFRY Prime Minister 
Ante Markovic are scheduled to meet on Friday evening 
According to the Chancellor's Office. the meeting was 
agreed upon at Maskovic’s mitiative. The Foreign Min- 
istry has stated that Foreign Minister Alors Mock will 
also hold bilateral talks. Croatian Presadent Franjo Tud- 
yman and Foreign Minister Davorin Rudolf are also 
scheduled to participate Ausina will be additionally 
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represented by Deputy Andreas Kasol (People’s Party) 
and by Councillor Alfred Gusenbaucr (Social Demo- 
cratec Party) 

The two-day mecting will be opened by the foreign 
moenesters on Friday at 1700 They wall discuss the results 
of regonal cooperation and will prepare a statement of 
ititent on future politcal and economac cooperation. The 
Polish foreign minister will take part un the meeting for 
the first ume Poland's membership will be decaded on 
Saturday 

EC Agreement ov Limiting Japan Car Sales 

OW 260 7082I99!1 Tokvo AYODO im English 0249 GMT 
26 Jul 9! 

[Text] Browsels, July 26 KYODO—The European Com- 
munity 1s close to finalizing a deal to lomnt Japanese car 
sales in Europe after the |2-nation community moves 
mito a single market in 1992, accordeng to EC sources. 
EC ambassadors have met twice this week to discuss how 
to regulate imports of Japanese cars, and are cxpected to 
meet again possibly as carly as Foday. the sources sand 

The sources said the ambassadors are im agreement in 
principle that the EC should have a seven-year transition 
pernod starting in 1993 which restnctions on 
Japanese cat imports will be by gradually After the 
transition period, all restrictions are to be scrapped, Dut 
EC-proposed transition pernod 1s longer than the five 
years sought by Japan 

The EC ambassadors also agreed to lomrt direct Japanese 
car exports to EC countres as a whole to 1.23 milhon 
cars om 1999. the final vear of the transition penod, 
meaning that the Japanese market share would be kept at 
about |6 percent when Japanese-brand cars made in the 
EC are added in. the sources sand 

The sources sand the EC estemates production of Japa- 
nese cars in EC couwntrnes at fewer than |.2 milhon 
vehicles in 1999. and the EC might make a unilateral 
declaration calling on Japan to keep that figure as a 
cenlong for rts EC production. Japan has opposed making 
cars built on the EC subject to any lemets, and some EC 
member nations such as Britain and the Netherlands also 
oppose the limits. The EC also 1s proposing a maxrmum 
number of cars Japan could cxport directly to Sritain. 
France, Italy. Spar. and Portugal. the only EC states 
whoch currently limit the number of umported Japanese 
cars. the sources sand 
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M.S Suggests “European Blue Berets’ in SFRY 

40 2807193591 Vienna KURIER im German 

28 Jul Yi p 2 

[Report on interview with Foreign Minister Alor Mock 
by Hans Rauscher. place and date not given: “Mock 
Calls Upon EC To Intervene in Yugoslav Crisis”) 

{Text} Foreygn Munsster Alors Mock has said that only a 
massive presence of the EC in Yugoslavia can prevent 
civil war mm the country. He suggests that a “force of 
European Blue Berets” should be sent to Yugoslavia, if 
all mediation efforts were to fail 

Foreign Minister Alors Mock has once again cxapressed 
alarm about the situation in Yugoslavia: “It 1s urgent 
that the EC increase its presence in Yugoslavia, other- 
wise, general civil war will break out. The EC can take 
action now that SFRY Foreign Minister Budimir Loncar 
has requested international aid because there 1s no other 
way to cope with the crisis.” Mock sand that such an 
increased presence could also consist of observers sent to 

Croatia where fighting 1s continuing, or im another 
mediation mission, or, in the worst case. im sending a 
“European force of Blue Berets.” 

“Sunce the EC 1s always talking about a common security 
force, this ss the best opportunity to prevent a very 
dangerous war in Europe. It 1s theoretically possible for 
Slovenia and Croatia to achieve their secession from 
Yugoslavia in peaceful negotiations, however, that 1s 
impossible with the Albanians in Kosovo. We must be 

prepared for the possibility that the Albanians also want 
to achieve independence, and then civil war could break 
out there in the neat six months, or a war with Albania 1s 
also possible” Mock stated 

German Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher has 
suggested that the CSCE process should be activated in 
connection with Croatia. There are hardly any doubts 
that Austna would back Germany's move in this case 

Commenting on critical remarks on Austma’s policy on 

Yugoslavia by France. the United States. the Soviet 
LUmon, and Yugoslavia itself, Mock sand: “These matters 
have been largely clarified. including with the United 
States and France. They have recognized that our assess- 
ment of the situation has been correct“ The Soviet ambas- 
sador to Belgrade said recently that Austra violated the 
State Treaty because it failed to adopt a neutral position 

toward Yugoslavia. Mock shrugged this reproach. off with 
the remark that the Soviet Union once again confused the 
State Treaty with neutrality. Answering a critical letter of 

the Soviet foreign minister. the Austnan Foreign Ministry 
wrote that Austra only supported in Yugoslavia what the 
34 CSCE states decoded: democracy. self-determination 
the rule of law, and the market economy 

The Austnan Government agrees that Slovenia will not 
be recognized for the tume being, even though it meets 
almost all the international prerequisites (the rule over 
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tS Own termiory). Mock capects a long and difficult 
restructuring process in Yugoslavia. In talks wath Croat 
politicians, he sad that he 1s opposed to changing the 
borders. Mock sand: “That would be crazy, and um would 
never lead to a fair solutvon. One must simply assume the 
difficult heritage and try to make the best of 1.” 

Gevernment Lifts Sanctions Against South Africa 

40 2°07 155591 Vienna DIE PRESSE in German 
27-28 Jul Gi pl 

“Vienna Partially Eases Boycott”) 

[Text] Vienna—Austria intends to case its boycott mea- 
sures against South Africa as of 30 July. however, they 
will remain in force on the most important point. the ban 
On state guarantees for export credits for South Africa. 
That was confirmed to DIE PRESSE by State Secretary 
Peter Jankowisch and by the office of the Finance 
Ministry. Thus, Austria's policy toward South Afinca 
remains controversial because Foreign Minister Alors 
Mock has expressly advocated credit guarantees. He 

argues that Austrian business and industry should have 
the same competitive conditions as other countries. 

According to Mock, Austria has lost substantial shares of 
the Sowth Afncan market. 

The following sanctions will be lifted: The ban on 
cultural and sports contacts and on investments will be 
lifted, in addition, the visa requirement for South Afn- 
cans will also be lifted. Jankowitsch 1s ready to send 
South Africa a “signal of encouragement.” even though 
he does not consider the reform process compicte. He 
says that instead of power being shared by the parties. 
there are still political prisoners 

Defense Minister Says Army Needs More Troops 

40 270715549] Vienna WIENER ZEITUNG 

in German 27 Jul 91 p 2 

[Report by “AU” 

[Unattributed report: “Total Requirement 100.000 
Troops”) 

[Text] Defense Minister Werner Fasslabend has stressed 
the necessity of having a relatively high percentage of 
troops on active duty within the Austnan Army. In the 
case of several conflicts. more than 100.000 troops would 
be required, this requirement cannot be met by a regular 

army, said Fasslabend in a television interview on 26 July 

According to the defense minister, 11 must be possib'e to 
send the troops on active duty to the borders at any time 
He said that the deployment of the Army along the 
borders during the Yugoslav crisis has confirmed his 

reform considerations 

Fasslabend said that the purchase of surface-to-air missiles 
and air-to-air missiles 1s necessary because, in addition to 

Luxembourg and Liechtenstein, Austra 1s the only Euro- 
pean country without such defensive weapons. The entire 
package will cost 1.3 billion schollings 
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Trade Secretary Rejects Export Allegations 

LD2707152791 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 

in English 1304 GMT 27 Jul 91 

[Text] Trade S-cretary Peter Lilley today angrily 
denounced Labo. accusations of Government conniv- 
ance at the export of nuclear-related matenals to Iraq as 
“nonsense - a lot of fuss over nothing”. He was 

Saddam H usayn’s nuclear weapon capability up to three 
days after the invasion of Kuwait. Mr Lilley accused 
Labour of producing “rent-a- moan” comments without 
establishing the facts. But Mr Gordon Brown, shadow 
trade secretary, said the issue was so grave that 1 might 
come to the recall of Parliament which has just broken 
up for the summer recess. He said: “The Prime Minister 
should now provide an immediate explanation of how 
highly dangerous materials, including plutonium. 
depleted uranium and other nuclear-sensitive matenals. 
reached Iraq despite the Government's arms embargo. 
He claimed there was a “comprehensive breach™ of that 
embargo and that no effective scrutiny took place as to 
the possible military <-ntent of the exports. 

The row erupted over the appearance of a list of products 
authorised for export to Iraq between January, 1987 and 
August 5 last year in an annex to written evidence 
submitted by the Department to the all-party Trade and 
Industry Select Committee which 1s investigating British 
exports to Iraq and the affair. But committee 
chairman Kenneth Warren, Tory MP for Hastings and 
Rye. said today there was no evidence that the exports of 
depleted uranium, plutonium, thonum, thonum oxide. 
uranium, uranium acetate, zirconium, and zirconium 
rod actually took place. The row first surfaced in THE 
INDEPENDENT newspaper, but Mr Lilley was quick to 
reject the allegations. 

Egypt's Mubarak Criticizes Israel's Shamir 
NC2707200191 Cairo MENA in Arabic 1752 GMT 
27 Jul 91 

[Text] London, 27 Jul (MENA)}—President Husni 
Mubarak accused Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhaq Shamir 
of wrecking U.S. Secretary of State James Baker's plan 
for peace in the Middle East. 

In an interview with (Shina McDonald), announcer of 
the “The World This Week” on Channel 4 
television, President Mubarak criticized what the Israel: 
prime minister calls peace for peace, expressing surprise 
at what this phrase implies. He stressed that the tern- 
tory-for-peace issue has been the problem for more than 
43 years. How can we, Mubarak said persuade the 
Palestinian people, who have lost their i. u, homes, and 
possessions, to accept the so-called peace for peace? He 
added that this 1s impractical and illogical. 

Asked about his reaction to Israel's reyection of his call to 
halt the building of settlements in the occupied Arab 
territones, President Mubarak said: For the first time | 
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Answering a question on whether he thinks there 1s stil! 

a chance that the international conference will be held 
and be successful, despite Shamir'’s comments. President 
Mubarak said: I think that the conference can be held. 
but | do not think Shamir will allow « to succeed 
President Mubarak said he fears that Shamir will call! for 
elections, an event that would hamper the peace process 
He emphasized that this 1s the first tume he has made this 
Statement 

The president added that Shamir will begin his game of 
calling for elections in Israel, and the Israch Government 
will not be in a position to negotiate of participate in any 
meetings. Everything will be postponed until new clec- 
tions are held, President Mubarak noted. adding that 
following the Israch elections, the United States will be 
gearing up for its elections and will not, therefore. be in 
a position to contribute to the peace process 

Asked what he would consider the minimum satisfactory 

result of a peace conference, Mubarak sand: The matter 
does not depend on what is satisfactory to me The 
people who have lost their land must have 4 hope of 
returning. Without this, Mubarak added. you cannot 
persuade the Palestimians to remain silent and inactive 

Mubarak was asked whether a Palestimian static 1s stil! an 
Arab objective, to which he responded A Palestiman 
state has been an objective for 2 long time The objective 
now 1s to form a Jordanian-Palestiman delegation to 
establish a kind of confederation with Jordan to mect the 
Israch demands. When these proposals were previously 
submitted, the Isracls sand: No land for peace Thu 
means no confederation with Jordan How can this be 
the president asked, and how can we persuade the 
Palestimians to remain silent and imactive” They have 
their own life. It 1s not fair to give them contradictory 
advice. 
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The presedent was quenced about wheiher other Arat 
Staics can provede the sccurnty guarantees Isracl os 
secking ‘Aubarak questioned what type of security Israc! 
is socking, aayeng that of ther view of security ss the 
securn 
which the Israchs are very apprehensive. « can be 
guaranteed at the negotiations. The security of ans siate 
% mot increased by adding more termiory. Mubarak 
added. notung that there are new ways to deal with 
security. He mndicated that the addit-or. of more termtory 
ms empty talk. We have new sdcas, Mubarak added. If we 
look at how the Iraqi Scud missiles reached Isracl. we see 
that the principle of securing borders by adding territory 

Isracl to keep its nuclear capability. Presedent Mutarak 
emphasized that he would not, noteng thai if foracl 
maintains its nuclear capability, Arab countnes would 

Mubarak was asked if he believes Israc! should abandon 
its nuclear capatulty He responded We are taking 

about ecapons of mass destruction and mussiies 
equipped with chemacal warheads (Controls on these 

types of weapons should apply to all the countnes of the 
regron, including Israci You cannot nore one country 
and deal with another, all the countnes of the region 
must be dealt with as a ehole 

When asied if he thought the lerach prime moniter 

would accept than President Mubarak sand | do not 
thenk so The Arete @ell, therefore atiempt to get 
nuciear weapons The would be a very bad occurrence 

and would result in some sor of regronal arms race 

Mubarak was asked of the | nited States, 1s copacity 
as the one apparently hobdong all the cards can pressure 
Israc! to accept peace The Egyptian president 
responded | do not the to wee the word pressure 
regarding either lerac! or the Aram | prefer the word 
persuade The | noted States has to persuadr lore! to 

resort to reeson Shamer mest uendersiand wha the 
future ail! hold if we do mot acheve peace now 

Presdent Mubarak resp nding to a question on how the 
UU nned Sates can persuade lerac! sad that the | aned 

States has its own ways that ee do not Lnow ahout 

Ansecring another question on how perwuasve the 

| nvted Mates can be Prewdent Mubarad sand | hebeve 

that the | nited States can be influential eith the leractn 
especially now 
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Pressed further on this msuc, Mecharak sand I do oo 

want to discuss this publicly 

Asked if he sas high hope for current peace efforts. 
Pressdent Mubarak said: | feel more hope than fear. ! 
hope we can achieve something. but | still fear that we 
will not. 

Pressdent Mubarak refused to answer a question about 
what the Arabs would do if nothong happens 

Quened about what the Arab reaction would be of 
nothing happens after US. Secretary of State James 
Baker's five tours of Middle East caprials and his mect- 
ings with the respective leaders of these countnes Pres- 

ident Mubarak sand The setuatoon on the region 1s more 
complicated and more tense becawse a large zmount of 
weapons are being collected ft 1s a tome bomb 

When asked about Egypt's reaction if the peace plan 
fails. Pressdent Mubarak seed: ht «s difficult io know | 
will not be pleased with Shemur and well cretacize all he 
has sand. however, | will try agamm to speak to Shamer or 
to anyone cise who can undersiand the importance and 
sagnificance of the word peace | well talk with the | need 
States and with the entire international community 

Pressdent Mubarak said that Arab unity os lacking some. 
what now following what happened im the Arab world 
after the invasion of Kuwant by another Arab country 
He added that the Arab League. which was relocated to 
Egypt immediately before the envasion of Kuwart has 
started a ecw cra at a difficult and critical tome and wad 
he hopes that something will be achieved on Arab unity 

He added that Arab unity mught be hard w achieve 
following Iraq's occupation of Kuwart 

armed Isiamnx groups or fundamen. 

a threat um the future, expecially after some of these 

find « om Chrveteansty and Judanm ht cunts mm the 
Unwed States. Bretam. Germany. France. and every. 
where We cannot say that fundamentaliem exists only in 

Egypt or the Arab world 

Prevdemt Mubarak added that after the invawon of 
Kusart these groups could not do anything We had ful! 
control over these groum. capecially on Egypt he sad 

The people have shown no support ehateacver for these 

pou 
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Preesdent Mubarak was asked of he beleves armed 

ineffective or fails. He said: 1 do not involve Islam in 
these terrormst acts. They are not Islamuoc mm any way eve ® 

iz f : Ee 

of a leader of a country. hin a enamter for the ena 
However, day have ost ecind eno to ann dd of Sadiem. 
| would not accept such a request anyway. 

Iraq. Pressedent Mubarak said: It 15 not my place to speak 
about these sanctions. The United Nations has the full 
pocture and can make a decision 

Asked about whether the Gulf war has shown the need to 
maintain a fmendship with the United States. President 
Mubarak saod there 1s a need for fmendship not only with 
the United States but with the whole world In the Gulf 
war, we needed the two superpowers, the West, the 
Awan, and the Africans. We needed everyone lt is 
better to have good relations with all states 
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A™C's Mbeki Attends Cambridge Conierence 

ine Klerk Needs To Take Steps 

4935607) 30891 Johannesburg S4PA in English 
245 GMT 26 Ja * 

{Tea, Londen Jelv 26 SAPA—Preside u FW. de Kierk 
needed to take “specific and definite \teps” following 
disclo.ures of the Inkatha slush-fund to demonstrate his 
government's good faith in getting constitutional nego- 
tuations going. Afr:can National Congress [ANC] foreign 
affairs cheef, Mr Thabo Mbck:, said in Cambridge on 
Friday 

Imtersxe« ec ©) BBC television news at the Britrsh-South 
Afncs com-ery coe taking place in Cambrndge, Mr Mbeki 
revterated tse & NC's demand that Law and Order Min- 
ister Adnaan * «o. ard Defence Minister Magnus Malan 
be sacked t) “iy Ce ho &. “We are wanting for Mr De 
Kierk’s statereee’. om Tuesday. but ot 1s critical. Both of 
them have beca «i+<4ved not only mm the funding, but 
also in the violence “It 1s smportant tor the government 
to demonstrate its senousness. How can we cottinue 
discusscons with people who have been working im all 
manner of ways to stab the ANC im the back.“ 

Asked if be still trusted Mr de Kierk, Mr Mbek: sand: “He 
needs to demonstrate that various ways of the past have 
been abandoned © 

RSA at ‘Very Hopeful’ Point 

MB2°070S 5091 Johanneshure SAPA in English 

0130 GMT 27 Jul 91 

[Text] London July 27 SAPA—Mr Thabo Mbeki of the 
ANC [Afncan National Congress) sand on Cambridge on 
Friday might that « had to be questioned whether an 
a ty mpc ager pated y “who might 
after all not be persons of mtegrity” Mr Mbeki. the 
foreygn affairs chuef of the Afncan National Congress, 
was speaking at Jesus College in Cambridge at the 
British-South Afrnca conference 

He said the SA [South Afncan) Government's misuse of 
public funds and its relationship with other political 
parties had created a very serious situation However. he 
added that rapid movement towards an all-party confer- 
ence would help pul the negotiation process back on 

release from prison that the SA president, Mr F W de 
Klerk, was a man of integrty. “lt puts im questron the 
poswbility of discussing and negotiating an agreement 
with people who might after all not be persons of 
mmtegrity.” Mr Mbeki sard 

If the president wanted to restore the confidence of the 
majority of South Afncans and of the mternational 
community, he would now have to act—not as a leader 
of the National Party [NP]. but as a leader of South 
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Afnca. As much as the ANC would 0! wish to sce the 
NP weakened, so the NP should avoid trying to weaken 
the ANC. “It 1s wrong to believe battle has already been 
jouned to se who will emerge the stronges! party in anew 
parhament ~ 

There was a great degree of consensus thal it would not 
require very much to put the process back on cou.se and 
that 1t remained possible to move quickly towards an 
all-party conference. be added. The ANC's agenda for an 
all party conference included arrangements for a transi- 
tional government, as well as the management of the 
security forces and law and order, the management of 
public funds and control of the SA Broa“casting ( orpo- 
rateon, he said 

It would be naive to capect the security forces, which had 
been reared on the concept of a total onslaught. to accept 
that a terrorist movement had become a benign political 

movement and to not therefore use the structures created 
by the officially defunct national security management 
system to hut back at the ANC 

He said however that on many ports, a degree of 
consensus had been reached among the mayor political 
actors in South Afnica—such as the mght to vote, a 

non-racial constitution, a bill of mghts, independent 
judiciary, multi-party democracy. the urgent need to 
address the question of poverty and the need for rapid 
cconomic growth Due to the consensus which had 
already developed on these rssucs. Mbeki Believed South 

Afnca had “arnved at a pomt which 15 very hopeful 
whatever might be hittung the headlines at the moment ~ 

Commonwealth Head on ‘Inkathagate. ‘Negotiations 

WB2607171091 Johannesbure SAP A in English 

1646 GMT 26 Jul 9! 

[Mark van der Veiden report) 
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{Text} London July 20 SAPA—The prospects for acgo- 
tuations in South Afnca and a peaceful ond to aparthed 

“Inkathagate™ issue and other revelations concerning 
secret SA [South 4 frican}) Government funding of organ- 
mations opposed to the Afnmcan National Congress 
[ANC] and sanctions. 

“The govermment must now take immodiatec sicps to 
curd those who are secking to undermine the ‘negotia- 
tons) process.” Chacf Anyaoku sand He warned the 
hopes initially ra.sed inside and outside South Afrnca by 
Present FW. de Kierk’s stated commitment and 
isisentn cnlaneiiell“annaestelaeneiear 

serous!) threaten hopes of a peaceful end to aparthe:d © 

In the corcumstances the urgency now was to restore 
mutual confidence between the government and the 
ANC, startung with the mstitution of a credible mecha- 
nism to end the violence immediately. and to counter 
machinatiors against its political opponents and the 
reform process itself 

“There must now be fresh doubts in the Commonwealth 
and sc#er mternational corcles where the prospects for 
ending the pressures, including sanctions. against South 
Afnca had been weccomed This welcome had been given 
im the context of the commendable programme by Pres- 
ident de Klerk and bis government towards dismantling 
aparthend by abolishong the legislative pillars and 
removing obstacles mn the way of negotiation, © 

(tet Anyaokw corchuded by saying that uniess the SA 

[South Afncan) Government was seen to be genuinely 
committed to implementing agreements reached with 
the true representatives of the black majority. there 
could be no rea’ chance for political stability and eco- 
nomec progress on South Afnnca 
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* Results of Political Opinion Poll Published 

91/EN0677D Montreal LA PRESSE in French 
22 Jun 91 pp Al, A2 

[Denis Lessard article: “Pequistes and Liberals About 
Even™] 

[Text] Quebec—Liberals [pro-PLQ [Quebec Liberal 
Party] voters] and Pequistes [pro-Parti Quebecois, PQ, 
voters] are running about even in terms of voting inten- 
tions among the Quebecois. Even though the level of 
discontent with regard to the Bourassa Administration 
remains considerable, the gap between the two major 
provincial parties has narrowed from 7 percentage 
points to just |, between April and June. 

This is the finding of the most recent CROP-LA 
PRESSE-TVA poll of 1030 persons, taken between 13 
and 17 June, thus coinciding with the government's 
agreement, in response to the outcry from the doctors, to 
delay enactment of the public health reform. 

After allocation of the “undecided” responses, 41 per- 
cent of the respondents indicated that they would vote 
for the PQ, a drop of 3 points below the previous CROP 
poll taken toward the end of April. 

On the other hand, support of the PLQ is now at the level 
of 40 percent, up 4 points since the end of April. “These 
results indicate that the two political parties are running 
practically neck-and-neck,” says CROP, pointing out 
that intentions to vote for the NPD [New Democratic 
Party} and the Equality Party have practically not 
changed since the preceding poll: 8 and $ percent respec- 
tively. According to the polling company, the margin of 
error with a sample of this size is 3 percentage points 19 
times in 20 [95 percent of the time]. 

These figures contrast sharply with those of a recent 
IQOP poll, which found, between 24 and 29 May, that 
the PQ had garnered 53 percent of tne voting intentions 
versus the PLQ’s 39.6 percent. 

According to CROP, the level of dissatisfaction among 
the Quebecois toward the Bourassa Administration 
remains high. As of mid-June, it was running at 61 
percent, a drop of 4 points since April, when 65 percent 
of the voters said they were “somewhat” or “altogether” 
dissatisfied with the Administration's performance. 

According to the recent CROP poll, the dissatisfaction is 
as marked among the Francophones (60 percent) as 
among the Anglophones (61 percent). 

The level of satisfaction with the Administration has 
risen by 5 pomts since April, with 38 percent of the 
respondents saying they are “very” or “rather” satisfied 
with the Administration, as of mid-June, versus 33 
percent just two months ago. As of the 1989 elections, 
the level of satisfaction was 44 percent. 

The PQ’s 3-point drop in voting intentions marks its first 
downturn since the failure of the Lake Meech talks in 
June 1°. ). Over the past year, Jacques Parizeau's party 
has attained scores of 43 and 44 percent in CROP polls. 
The PLQ’s upturn in June is its first since the beginning 
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of the year, and brings this party up to within 2 points of 
its 1990 year-end level. 

The two parties are running about neck-and-neck in the 

Montreal region, with 39 percent of the voters sup- 
porting the PQ, and 37 percent the PLQ. In April, the 
PQ was dominant in the Montreal region with a 42- 

percent support level versus the PLO’s 34 percent. 

According to CROP, the PQ towers over the PLQ in the 

Quebec region with 51 percent of the expressed voting 
intentions, versus the PLQ’s 38 percent. Two months 
ago, coincident with the announcement of the freeze on 
civil service salanes, the Liberals obtained only 31! 
percent of the Quebec region's votes versus the PQ’s 52 
percent. 

In the rest of the province [the region outside of the 
Montreal and Quebec metropolitan regions], the Lib- 
erals have a very slight lead over the Pequistes: 43 
percent versus 41 percent. As of the end of April, the PQ 
led in this region with 44 percent versus 39 percent of the 
expressed voting intentions. 

Among the Francophones. the PQ’s lead over Robert 

Bourassa’s party is even greater. Jacques Parizeau's 
troops garnered 49 percent of the expressed Franco- 
phone voting intentions, 10 percentage points more than 
the PLQ (39 percent). 

Among the non-Francophones, the PLQ has the upper 
hand, with a 45-percent support level versus the NPD's 
14 percent and the Equality Party's 33 percent, and with 
only 4 percent of the non-Francophones supporting the 
PQ. The Administration has not succeeded, however, in 

recovering the 20 percentage points of non-Francophone 
support it lost following the PLQ’s publication of the 
Allaire Report. In April, 43 percent of the non- 
Francophones supported the PL. versus the Equality 
Party's 33 percent and the NPD’s 14 percent. 

In terms of age, the PQ still leads the PLQ among the 
below-55 voters, particularly those with over 13 years of 
schooling, and members of organized labor. 

* Quebec Firm Gets Ankara Metro Contract 

9/EN0677A Montreal LA PRESSE in French 20 Jun 91 

pp Al, A2 

[Dominic Maurais article: “Lavalin: $500-Million 
Ankara Contract] 

[Text] LA PRESSE learned yesterday that the Lavalin 
Company is to get the contract to build the metro in 
Ankara, Turkey. The contract is valued at $500 million 

According to our source, which has requested ano- 
nymity, the company has received assurance that it will 

be authorized to undertake the construction of the met- 
ropolitan railway system's first station, a contract valued 
at $10 million, within a few weeks 

“The Turkish authorities want to start building the 
metro immediately,” said our source, adding that all that 
remains to be done 1s sign the lega! contracts 
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Aled camp. But ia March aftr the end ofthe cont. 
mates for the metro. 

Lavalin is to operate the Ankara metro for 15 years. 

Vancouver 

This cozaes on top of another piece of good news for the 
Montreal company, which is currently expenencing 
financial difficulties. 

Mr. Bob Tribe, of BC Transit, told LA PRESSE yes- 
terday that Lavalin is the sole bidder on a contract 
valued at over $100 million to build at least 120 metro- 
politan railway cars under Phase 3 of Vancouver's 
Skytrain system. 

Mr. Bob Gauley, the Skytrain account manager at the 
Urban Transport Development Corporation [UTDC], 
Lavalin’s Kingston-based subsidiary, indicated that the 
cars for Vancouver's Skytrain will be built at this plant 
and will be of the same type as those planned for 
Bangkok's elevated metro system in Thailand. 

After five years in existence, Vancouver's Skytrain no 
longer meets the needs of the users. Since 1987, its 
ndership has been exceeding planned levels by 10 percent 
annually. Last year it even reached a peak of 30 percent. 
Several plans to extend the Skytrain system are therefore 
on the engineering drawing boards of the BC Transit 
parapublic corporation. These plans include an extension 
to Richmond, and two to Port Coquitlam, east of Vancou- 
ver. But for the immediate present, to satisfy the demand, 
BC Transit has already placed an order with UTDC for 16 
more cars to be added to the 114 cars already in service. 

At the outset, the Vancouver system was designed to 
provide access to the grounds of Expo 86, and currently 
includes only 17 stations. In metropolitan Vancouver, 
around 140,000 passengers a day now use the Skytrain. 
This has exceeded all expectations on the part of the BC 
Transit officials. For the new developmental phase. 
therefore, BC Transit will opt for a new model of cars, 
the Mark II, the same type, that is, that Lavalin is trying 
to sell to Thailand. 

“It is a new type of vehicle, a wider one, with double the 
capacity of the cars presently in service in Vancouver,” 
says Mr. Bob Gauley. He says that the awarding of the 
contract is expected to be announced toward the end of 
summer. 

Reached in Vancouver yesterday, Mr. Bob Tribe, vice 
president of projects at BC Transit, confirmed that the 
corporation's negotiations with Lavalin are going well. 

* Bombardier-Siemens Joint Venture Reported 

91EN0677B Montreal LA PRESSE in French 
26 Jun 91 p D3 

[Miville Tremblay article: “Bombardier-Siemens Joint 
Venture Planned”) 

FBIS-WEU-91-145 
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[Text] Yesterday, the minister-president of the State of 
Bavaria, Dr. Max Streibl, disclosed a plan designed to 
team up Quebec-based Bombardier with Siemens, the 
German giant, in a joint venture to sell transportation 
systems in former East Germany. 

Dr. Streibl, who is in Canada on a business trip, spoke 
yesterday before the Canadian German Chamber of 
Industry and Commerce. In his speech, he thanked Bom- 
bardier, “the first Canadian company to try to invest in 
East Germany.” Later, he told reporters that this project 
has to do with the German ICE high-speed train. 

As of the close of business yesterday, this newspaper was 
unable to obtain confirmation of this information by 
Bombardier. The Quebec company is holding its annual 
meeting this morning. 

Siemens 1s the second largest German industrial group. Its 
locomotives and signaling systems enjoy a very high 
standing in the field of public transportation. Bombardier 
1s highly expernenced in railway cars, and already has an 
agreement with Siemens to develop the British market. 

Dr. Streibl met yesterday with the president of Bombar- 
dier, Mr Laurent Beaudoin, during a visit to Canadair 
installations at Dorval. He was pleased to see there the 
third RJ [regional jet] promised to DTL, a Lufthansa 
subsidiary. Dr. Streibl is a member of Lufthansa’s Board of 
Directors. 

Regional Jet 

The visiting political leader from Bavaria, Germany's 
largest and nchest land, also suggested a venture between 
Canadair and firms in his region, saying that Canadair 
could work together with MBB [Messerschmitt- 
Bolkow-Blohm] and French and Italian companies on 
the development of an 80- to 1 30-seat regional jet. 

MBB is part of Daimler-Benz, Germany's most powerful 
industrial group. To date, the MBB company has spe- 
cialized in the manufacture of military aircraft, 
including the famous Messerschmidt fig ster, built 
during the Second World War. 

It is known that Canadair would like to stretch its RJ, 
which currently seats 50 passengers, and which 15 itself a 
stretched version of its Challenger corporate plane. 

The suggested joint project with MBB would compete 
with another project involving Toronto-based De Havi- 
land and the Airbus consortium. The latter project would 
have industnal fallouts in northern Germany, rather 
than in the south where Bavaria is situated. 

In addition to a trout-fishing expedition to the Res- 
tigouche Reserve, north of Mont-Laurier, Dr. Streibi 
took advantage of his visit to sign a communique, 
together with Prime Minister Bourassa, expanding coop- 
eration between Quebec and Bavana. 
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Kohli Reportedly Plans To Reshuffle Cabinet 
AU 2807132391 Cologne Deutschlandfunk Network 
in German 0900 GMT 28 Jul 91 

[Text] According to the Munich weekly BUNTE. Chan- 
cellor Helmut Kohl plans to change his cabinet this fail. 
in this connection, Kohl intends to take Transport 
Minister Guenther Krause, who 1s involved in the so- 
called roadhouse affair, out of the field of fire. The 
27-year-old eastern German politician will go into the 
Chancellor's Office where he will be in charge of recon- 
struc ':0n and economic development in the new laender. 
Krause’s possible successor will be State Secretary Dieter 
Schulte of the Transport Ministry. In addition, Rudolf 
Seiters, minister in the Chancellor's Office, will super- 
sede Intenor Minister Wolfgang Schacuble, who will 
succeed Alfred Dregger as the CDU/CSU [Christian 
Democratic Umon/Christian Social Union} Bundestag 
floor leader. Fnednch Bohl, the parliamentary manager 
of the CDU/CSU, will become the new minister in the 
Chancellor's Office. 

Koh! Queried on Domestic Issues, Soviet Relations 

AU 2807182491 Cologne Deutschlandtunk Setwork 
in German 0900 GMT 28 Jul 9! 

[Interview with Chancellor Helmut Koh! by Henning 
Frank, place and date not given—recorded] 

[Text] [Frank] Mr. Kohl, 10 months after unity. the 
people in both parts of Germany are still strangers to 
each other and in some cases even have a negative 
attitude toward each other. The overwhelming majority 
of the 16 million people in the former GDR not only fee! 
like second-class citizens, they often also fee! they are 
being treated like second-class citizens. As the two parts 
of Germany are growing together—which implies cre- 
ating equal living conditions in all of Germany—should 
we give more or al least the same attention to human 
problems as we do to economic problems” 

[Kohl] That has always been my opinion. The real 
problems concern human relations, a change in people's 
mental attitude and expenence. We were divided for 40 
years, and we were not just separated by a wall during 
those decades. The two systems—the free and demo- 
cratic Federal Republic and the SED [Socialist Unity 
Party of Germany] regime of the former GDR—have 
influenced the people in very different ways. You only 
need to look at the educational system. the whole envi- 
ronment, propaganda, the terror exerted by the State 
Security Service, which interfered in all human spheres 
like a polyp and degraded the peopic 

We must have patience with each other. and patience has 

never been a German national virtuc, however, we will 
and must cope with it, but we all must do something We 
must be capable of finding sound compromises. aod we 
must be capable of holding a sensible dialogue with cach 
other. There is no reason for a former citizen—if vou 

allow me to put it this way—to look down haughtily at 
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our compatnots in the former GDR. the people in the 
new laender. On the other hand. there 1s no reason to 

create or develop envy, either 

[Frank] Chancellor, even Western cxperis assessed the 
former GDR's economic efficiency much too highly. 
they even believed that the GDR ranked ! (th among the 
industnal countries. Is 1 because of this muscalculatoon 
that the social market economy was introduced in the 
new laender virtually without a transition period and, as 
a result, many firms failed because they were unable to 

prepare themselves for competition. which was unknown 
to them? 

[Kohli] | do not think that we can put it that way. The 
former GDR's economic might was miscalculated. We 
should not forget, however, that in parallel. the econo- 
mies in the Eastern and southeastern European countnes 
and in the Soviet Union also broke down. Like al! the 
other member states of the former Warsaw Pact. the 
GDR economy was onented toward the requirements of 
this Pact and in particular the Soviet Union. The Soviet 
Union itself is having extremely serious problems, 11 1s 
unable to pay for delivenes. If we had not introduced the 
economic, currency, and social union in the middie of 

1990, the situation in. the new lacnder would be much 
more disastrous than it is now, and it has become quite 
clear now that the situation 1s improving We do have 
problems, but if we compare the situation this week with 
the situation three months ago. we see clearly that 
progress has been made. The figures show that 

[Frank] Thousands have lost their jobs. not only because 
many firms have been closed down but also because an 
efficient administration 1s being developed in the new 
laender. Will the threatening mass unemployment in the 
former GDR also jeopardize social peace in all of Ger- 
many” 

[Kohl] i do not think so. To begin with. we must consider 
the old Federal Republic. Compared to the Western 
industrial countnes, the old Federal Republic is pre- 

senting itself in a remarkable way by the middle of this 
year. In the first six months of this year. the gross 
national product of the old Federal Republic increased 
4.5 percent. We will not be able to maintain this high 
growth rate for the rest of the year. It 1s truc, however. 
that this excellent result was primarily achieved because 
of the requirements of the people im the new lacnder 
Without German unity, we would not have had such an 
economic boom in western Germany—an economic 
boom that has led to a record employment of over 29 
milhon, the highest quota ever mn the history of the old 
Federal Republic. That means that the positive develop- 
ment 1s also a result of Germany's reunification 

I think our task now 15 to make headway sicp by step. to 
sel up New enterprises, to improve the structures, and to 

make use of the cxrsting opportunities: We currently 
have a very difficult situation on the labor market The 
hidden unemployment in the former GDR was covered 
up by an employment policy in enterprises that made 
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these enterprises unprofitable. We must make the 
economy of the new laender internationally competitive. 
That will create transition problems that we must not 
underestimate. [1 is a huge problem. There will be more 
unemployment. That is one side. The other side is the 
fact that there are considerable positive developments. 

This week, the Munich-based Ifo Economic Research 
Institute published a report that the situation in the new 

laender is improving in many areas. For instance, the 
construction sector has substantially improved, there 
was a 72 percent increase in the second quarter of this 
year. Following a sharp decline, exports from the new 
laender to other countnes have clearly stabilized. In this 
respect, the Federal Government's efforts have been 
successful. Since early in 1990, 420,000 new businesses 
have been set up. That means that medium-size enter- 
prises, which were largely destroyed by the SED regime, 
have become aware of their energy and power. 

Regarding the Trust Agency's work, 2,600 enterprises— 
one-fifth of the enterprises that will be privatized by the 
Trust Agency—have been privatized. Investments total- 
ling about 65 billon German marks [DM] have been 
promised to the Trust Agency. Taking note of these 
figures, every foreign visitor has told me that this is an 
excellent performance, therefore, | am quite optimistic 
that we will cope, irrespective of the current difficulties. 

[Frank] Many of the 56,000 young people in the new 
laender who will begin a professional career in Sep- 
tember this year do not have an apprenticeship yet. What 

can or must be done to prevent unemployment of any 
youth leaving school? 

[Kohl] The figures I have, and the experience we have 
had in the old Federal Republic regarding the campaign 
that my government launched for apprenticeships in the 
eighties, show that we will largely be able to solve the 
problem this year. I cannot guarantee this for every city 
or village in the new laender, but | am quite certain that 
most of those who want to have an apprenticeship and 
are qualified have a chance to find a good apprentice- 
ship. The chambers of handicrafts and the chambers of 
industry and commerce are making immense efforts, and 
I am very satisfied with the high dedication that many 
people and organizations have demonstrated to achieve 
an important goal. | am sure that we will report 
extremely positive figures. 

[Frank] Should the Federal Government set a good 
example and create additional jobs in the new laender by 
transferring federal authorities such as the Federal Envi- 
ronment Office, the Federal Labor Office, the Federal 
Labor Court, or the Federal Social Court to Halle, 
Leipzig, or Rostock” 

[Kohl] The Federal Government, including admuinistra- 
tive authorities, 1s dommg more than ever in this area. 
Your second question concerns another area. Now that 
the new laender have joined us, we cannot act as if 
everything had to be the way it was before. Regarding a 
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number of federal authoritsies—I do not want to specif- 
ically mention any of them—we will have to consider 
whether we should not transfer them because the federal 
State must also be present in the new laender. 

[Frank] You are not considering a quota solution, are 
you” 

[Kohi] No, a quota solution does not make sense. The 
point is not just transferring an authority, but it must 
also do a good job. 

[Frank] The move of the Bundestag and the Federal 
Government, decided by the parliament, is threatening 
to be delayed because of the many billions of German 
marks that it will cost. Can the FRG at all afford to delay 
the implementation of this decision” 

[Kohl] | think that we must consider as a whole the 
motion for which the majority of the Bundestag deputies 
voted. The motion consists of two parts. | will also 
mention the second part because, strangely enough, 
some people hold it back. We have also assumed the 
moral and real obligation—and | take this obligation 
very seriously—to create a corresponding compensation 
and aid for the Bonn region. That 1s much more than just 
an administrative center, it 1s a problem of the infra- 
structure in the widest sense of the word. I am in contact 
with the two land governments concerned— 
North-Rhine Westphalia and Rhinelaiid-Palatinate— 
and with the mayors, chief administrative officers, city 
directors, and regional administrative directors of the 
region, and we will intensively continue our talks as of 
September. 

1 am taking this Bundestag mandate very seriously. The 
other mandate 1s organizing the move and shaping the 
capital of Berlin. That is a giant task, and it 1s not 
without reason that the motion mentions a penod of 
about 10 years. Those who say that it should be done in 
the very near future have no idea of the real problems 
that we are facing in Berlin. Houses, facilities, and 
whatever 1s connected with the move must be set up: 

therefore, we must get together—the Federal Govern- 
ment, the Bundestag, all the authorities involved—and 
prepare a reasonable concept, and that 1s what we are 
doing. 

[Frank] A concept that envisions a period of 10 years” 

[Kohl] Yes, that 1s what | said in the Bundestag, and | 
have nothing to change about it. It 1s relatively casy to 
demand that we go to Berlin tomorrow, however, that 1s 
a totally absurd idea for those who know the situation as 
it really is. Those who voted for Berlin—I voted for 
it—must also be fair enough to say that the whole motion 
is valid, and not just part of 

[Frank] Does the rate of inflation, which 1s more than 4 
percent, force the public sector to mgidly cut back 
spending in all areas” 

[Kohl] Yes, I have supported this path very emphat:- 
cally. Budgetary discipline 1s the prerequisite for a sound 
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monetary policy. A stable German mark 1s the prerequi- 
site for everything. If we were to admit expernments in 
this respect, we would jeopardize our state im every 

respect. That cannot be had with me. 

We have had to accept a temporarily higher deficit for 
this year’s budget because of the tasks that we have to 
perform now without delay. We have said that we would 
confine the deficit to DM66 billion, and we have not 
exceeded this sum. That shows a clear policy of thrift. 
We have additionally cut back spending for the 1992 
budget, and we keep to our goal of achieving a deficit of 
DM25 billhon by 1995. That means an extremely ngid 

spending policy. It means the cutback of subsidies by 
DM30 billion within a period of three years. It also 
means that we have to open up to certain considerations 

that have been discussed for years, such as the private 
financing of public tasks; for instance, setting up sewage 
punfication plants in the new federal laender, and many 
other things. Of course, that will only make sense if all 
the public budgets—I am talking about the western 
laender—if the Federal Government, the laender, and 
the communities consider the stability of our currency in 
their budgetary policy. This is not only a task that the 
Federal Government has to fulfill: a sound wage policy 1s 
required in this respect, too. In view of the positive 
economic development in the old laender, however, we 
will also be able in the future to master the problems, if 
we use Our Common sense and have the clear will to 
continue to push a sound budgetary policy 

[Frank] Is the 4 percent rate of inflation last month an 
alarm signal for the stability of the German mark” 

[Kohl] It us a signal that we have to observe carefully 
because, regarding inflation, we ranked first in Europe in 
a positive sense over the past eight or nine years. Nor do 

I believe that this development will be continued 
because consumer prices have increased as a result of the 
excise tax increase, but this 1s not a development that 
will continue in the long run 

[Frank] Chancellor, without Mikhail Gorbachev's 
approval, the unification of Germany and the with- 
drawal of the Soviet troops from the former GDR by 
1994 would not have been possible. How far can Cer. 
many go in showing its gratitude, or, in other words, 1s 
there a limit to the moral obligation to help the Soviet 
president out of his difficulties, and what could that limit 
be” 

[Kohl] We, the Western industnal countnes, can only 
give aid in the direction of self-help to the Soviet Union 
and to the other Central, Eastern. and southeastern 
European reform states—the CSFR. Poland, and Hun- 
gary The necessary reforms must be carned out there. 
and that 1s a gigantic task, in view of the many decades 
of Communist rule mn the Soviet Union and given the 
present situation of economic collapse | also told my 

counterparts in London that it 1s inadmissible that we al! 

enjoy the benefits—yust look at the existing opportun:- 
ties of worldwide disarmament—of the fact that the 
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East-West conflict 1s continuously decreasing and even 
disappearing, but it 1s the Germans that are expected to 
give ard. All the European countnes enjoy the advantage 
of the missiles being reduced and scrapped. The START 
agreement between President George Bush and Presi- 

dent Mikhail Gorbachev also benefits the Amenecans. of 
course. 

My position is very clear, We cannot and will not 

jeopardize our country’s internal stability. That os the 
most important principle to which everything else must 

be subordinated. Mowever, | also think that those 
Western countnes, including Germany, that help the 
Soviet Union and the other reform countrnes im a rea- 
sonable and tolerable way now are also helping them- 
selves. The problem 1s very simple. Without Mikhail 
Gorbachev's policy, without perestroyka, the opening 
up. and democratization, we would now have a Europe 
that would be armed to the teeth. 

We are observing the events in Yugoslavia these days 
with great concern. What would have happened. if the 
Yugoslav conflict had happened in the seventies when 
Brezhnev was in power”? We would be on the verge of a 
world war. Now it 1s a bitter, bad development. however. 
it 8 More or less a regional conflict. It has not obstructed 
the START negotiations between Bush and Gorbache . 
but has perhaps even accelerated and advanced them 

If democracy, the market economy, freedom, civil mghts. 

and whatever forms part of democracy are implemented 
in Central, Eastern, and southeastern Europe. we will all! 
profit from it because wars will no longer be possible in 
this region 

[Frank] In conclusion, let us discuss the state of your own 
party. Exght months following the impressive vote for 
you as the chancellor of German unity im the first 
all-German Bundestag elections, the CDU 1s no longer 
the most popular party. How will the CDU get out of the 
trouble following its election defeats in Hesse and Rhine. 
land-Palatinate” 

[Kohl] The prerequisites for shaping our common future 
in Europe and in Germany require unpopular decisions 

We knew that, and I knew it in particular. To the extent 

that the successes of our policy become manifest. the 
gloomy mood will change accordingly In 1994. we will 
have |7 elections—Landtag elections, European partia- 
mentary elections, Bundestag elections. local elections It 
will be a very decisive election year | am quite sure that 

similar to 1953 and the preceding years, the success of 
the policy of the social market economy will once again 
manifest itself very clearly. not least in the social areca 

That 1s one thing 

The other thing—the area of the state—1s the fact that 
understandably, a government party is more im the 

center of public interest. Like all the other parties. the 
CDU 1s currently undergomg a restructuring process 
There 1s also a process of restructuring and a process of 
change in the people's way of thinking The process of 
German unity has accelerated this devclopment: Pror to 
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the EC suwmmut in Maastricht this year, I will personally 
have to deal intensively with the necessities regarding 
the process of European integration, and | will have to 
dea! with the probiems of the new laender 

I untend to work very hard as party chairman in 1992. 

however, We will have two umportant landtag elections 
in Baden-Wuertemberg and in Schieswig-Holstein. We 
will also have some local elections. We will also have to 
deal with the young voters. We will have to deal with the 
political representation of women’s interests. Above all. 
we will not forget that almost 40 percent of the voters 
will be over 64 1m 1994, in other words, a generation will 
go to the polls that still remembers the war, and we will, 
of course. also represent their micrests. 

[Frank] You were not even 40 when you were clected 
prime minister of Rhincland-Palatinate, whereas many 
minister-presidents—at least of the CDU/CSU—are 
between 50 and 60 now 

[Kohl] | cannot accept this. | know a number of munister- 
presidents who are younger. Let me mention the Berlin 
governing mayor who has just turned $0. 1 am very much 
in favor of building up a younger staff within the CDU, 

not least at a local policy level, however, I think that the 
current discussion 1s absurd. A 50-year-old person does 
not have to defend himself for being 50. I think we have 
quite a number of colleagues who bear responsibility and 
are on thes sixties and are not too old. I think this 1s an 
argument that only considers the number of years, and 
leaves capenence, dynamism, and other matters out of 

account. | think the clectorate must decide, and the 
voters must ask themselves whether a candidate deserves 
confidence. has a convincing policy, and has achieved 
something im recent vears 

[Frank] Chancellor, if Wolfgang Schaeuble succeeds 
Alfred Dregger as CDU/CSU Bundestag floor leader this 
fall, you wil! have to look for a new imtenor minister. Is 
that the proper time for a mayor reshuffle in the cabinet” 

[Kohl] To begin with, 1 1s a popular game in the summer 
recess to talk about personnel affairs. If we talk about 
personne! changes—and that 1s naturally the case if 
Wolfgang Schacuble is elected CDU/CSU floor leader — 
we will have to think about what must be done. How- 

ever, | refuse to take part in public speculation. | want to 
sa) that we not only work together im a very fnendly and 
comrade!) way rn this cabinet but also im an extremely 

effective way | am aware that our political opponents 

clam the contrary. but | do not care. The truth 1s that 
our neighbors think that the Federal Government under 
my leadership has been unusually successful, that we 
have worked very hard, and that our work in the new 
laender ws also a great physical and spintual perfor- 
mar.ce | untend to bring the coalition parties together in 
a way allowing the voters to see a clear position for which 
they can decide im the clections in 1994 and in the 

Landtag clections in the preceding years. | am quite 
optimistic om this respect 
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Koh! Urges West to Aid USSR, Eastern Europe 

LD2J80°081191 Hambure DPA in German 0601 GMT 
28 Jul 91 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—Chancellor Helmut Kohl has again 
appeaicd to all Western industnal countnes to help the 
Sovict Unson and the other States wn Central. 

Eastern and southeast Europe. It should not be the case 

that everyone benefits from the end of the East-West 
conflict but that the Germans are mainly responsible for 
ard. Koh! sand today on Deutschlandfunk. 

Koh! made «t clear that Bonn newher intends to nor can 
endanger Germany's internal stability at any price by 

anding the Soviet Umon, Czechoslovakia, Poland and 
Hungary Everyone from the Western cconomies—and 
thes 1s also true for Germany—who helps the Sovict 
Union and the other reforming states in a sensibic 
manner in also helping himself 

“li we now achieve democracy, the market order of the 
economy. freedom and civil nghts mm Central, Eastern 
and southeastern Europe, we shall all have the greatest 
benefit from i. as wars in our region will then no longer 
be concervable in the long term.” Kohl stressed. Without 
the pohhcres of Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev, “We 
would still have a situation bristling with weapons im 
Europe ~ 

Government Welcomes START Treaty, Signing 
LDIW07 14349! Berlin ADN in German 1314 GUT 
29 Jul 9! 

[Text] Bonn (ADN)}—The Federal Government sees “a 
ver) important stage in the policy of controlled disarma- 
ment” om the signing of the START treaty by presidents 
Bush and Gorbaches planned for tomorrow. Govern- 
ment Spokesman Dieter Vogel announced this at the 
news conference today The government has welcomed 
the initialling of the treaty with great satesfaction. 

The Federal Government expected that the reduction of 
the strategic arms potential will help and support further 
efforts for better and more trustful relations between the 
United States and the USSR. Affer the treaty on the 
reduction of conventional forces, the Federal Govern- 
ment sees the START treaty as further foundation of a 
comprehensive policy of peace and the reduction of 
military threats 

Defense Ministry on USSR Troops’ Exit Delays 

LD280714229! Berlin ADN in German 1338 GMT 

28 Jul 9! 

[Text] Bonn (ADN}—Contrary to the Federal Govern- 
ments capectations, the Soviet Armed Forces statroned 
im castern Germany will have vacated only two of the 
five regional capitals by the end of this year. According 
to DIE WELT (Monday edition), this emerges from an 
internal Defense Ministry report. According to this 
report. the Erfurt and Magdeburg locations will be 
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vacated by December 1991. while Sowect troops will 
probably remain until 1994 in Potsdam. Dresden. and 
Schwenn. as well as East Berlin 

The failure to meet German demands that prormty be 
given to vacating the regional capitals 1s not the only 
pornt of cnticism. The Soviet Supreme Command had so 
far failed to meet the other urgent Bonn demand of 
disclosing its plans for vacating the total of 38 airfieds on 
the terntory of the former GDR used by Air Force and 
Army aviation units. 

The report of the Armed Forces's Command at the Bonn 
Defense Ministry <omments critically on statements 

to be completed by the end of 1994, could be delayed 
According to WELT. the report says that there no 
lonkage betwren housing construction and troop with- 
drawal. The announcement of a delay is an attempt to 

quoted thus. “Despite the vanous attempts at exerting 
which are also supported by the Soviet 

Genscher Supports Expanded EC Role in SFRY 

LD2907 103691 Hamburg DPA in German 08S 5 GMT 
29 Jul 9! 

sent by the European Community to Yugoslavia should 
be drastically increased. Furthermore. they should also 
act as observers in Croatia to help separate the warring 
parties, Genscher said im an interview on western 
German radio on Monday 

Genscher affirmed the EC's willingness to act as advisers 
to help solve political tasks in Yugoslavia. After all, ut 1s 
obvious that the conflict can no longer ve solved by the 
Yugoslav side alone, without outside help 

The munister was cautious in his comments on sugges- 
tions that an armed European peace unit be sent to 
Yugoslavia. Some are in favor and some are against. and 
mm Yugoslavia as well. He believes the mere increase in 
and expanded deployment of EC observers alone can 
achieve a lot 

SFRY Republics Presence at EC Talks Supported 

LD2607124391 Berlin ADN in German 1139 GMT 

26 Jul 9! 

[ Text} Bonn (ADN)}—Representatives from al! Y ugosiay 
republics should be invited to next Monday's EC foreign 
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munsster's conference Foreign Minister Hans-Dietnch 
Genscher and his counterparts from France and Luacm- 
burg. Durm~= and Poos. have addressed this proposa! to 
the Dutch EC Presadency Speaking in Bonn on Friday. a 
spokesman for the Foreign Ministry took the view that 
such a step did not mean the recognition of individual 
republics. but that 1 could help promote understanding 
in Yugoslavia The Netherlands would have to cxramine 
thes sdea now and pass on an invitation to that effect 

The Foreign Ministry spokesman felt that the cxtenson 
of the EC observers’ mission to the Republec of Croatia 
as Gemanded was Since the beginning. 
the mandate of the civihan and military observers. who 
are under Dutch leadership and include sia civil servants 
from the Foreign Ministry. has apphed to Slovenia and 
Croatu 

In the view of the Federal Government. there 1 no legal 
bases whatever for a “Blue Helmet Operation” by EC 
mulstary units in Yugoslavia It “could perhaps” happen 
but [a legal basis) would have to be created first. Gov- 
ernment Spokesman Dieter Vogel sand in Bonn Friday 
Moreover. such a step needed the agreement of the whole 
state of Yugoslavia and of the republics. Such a poss- 
bility had not yet been discussed withen the Federal 
Government, Vogel added. Furthermore. would prob- 
ably give mse to the same constitutional problems as had 
arsen from possible involvement in the Gulf war 

Syria, Iran Asked To Help on Lebanon Hostages 

LD2607112191 Hambure DPA in German 1022 GMT 
26 Jul 9i 

[Excerpt] Bonn (DPA}—The Federal Government has 
asked Syna and Iran to make efforts for the release of the 
two German hostages in Lebanon. Hemmnch Structig and 
Thomas Kemptner. A spokesman for the Foreign Min- 
istry told the media in Bonn today that both countnes 
have great influence with the Lebanese terromsts [pas- 
sage omitted] 

Hammadi Calls on Terrorists To Save Hostages 

LD260°202191 Hambure DPA in German 1855 GMT 
26 Jul 9! 

[Text] [no dateline as received) ‘Abbas Hammadi. the 
Lebanese serving a |}-year prison sentence im Saar- 
brucken for his involvement in the kidnapping of Rudolf 
Cordes and Alfred Schmidt and the possession of cxplo- 
sives. appealed to terromst groups in Lebanon to save the 
lives of the German hostages. He told SAAR BRUCKER 
ZEITUNG (Saturday edition) “This « an appeal that 
the hostages should not come to any harm. that noboo, 
should inflict pain on them. and that they may return 
home safe and sound” Concerning his situation in 
prison. Hammad: said “Things are goung relatively well 
As for my brother, there 1s room for a lot of umprove- 
ment. As far as | am concerned, | am not complamung of 
the treatment here © Hammadi explained the attacks on 
himself and his brother, Muhammed. who was sentenced 
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to life wumprisonment for terrom crominal acts: “hi 1s 
Quite clear and obvious that thes are politically moti- 
vated © Excerpts of the interview were made available to 
DPA 

Rift Between SPD, CDL on EC “Blue Berets’ 

40 2007151591 Hambure DIE WELT im German 

26 Jul Gi p 7 

r« oO ** 

Forces” } 

[Text] Bonn—French Foreign Minister Dumas proposal 
to dispatch European troops to Yugoslavia to separate 
the conflicteng parties has caused a controversy im 

domestic policy in Bonn Norbert Gansel. deputy 

chairman of the Social Democratx Party of Germany 

[SPD] Bundestag group has argued that. at this moment 
only the United Nations ss entitied to dispatch bluc 

berets. Nether the EC nor the CSCE are in a position to 

do the same. This opimon was resolutely rejected by 
Chrstuan Democratic Union [CDL] deputy Lamers 
who has argued that at this moment the EC 1s the only 
mmstitution able to take action on the Yugoslav crsis. The 
possitility of a missson by European armed forces 4 a 

signal for seomular challenges in the future. Lamers said 

Problems Noted in Destruction of SS-23 Missiles 

LD2I00711079°! Hambure DPA in German 0015 GMT 

4 Jul 9! 

“Controversy About Preace-Keeping report 

[Text] Essen (DPA—Since German unification. the 
Bundeswehr has had 24 Sowet SS-23 moessiles that are 
“to be destroyed as soon as possible today's edition of 

Essen’s NELE RHEIN NELE RUHR ZEITUNG 
reports. Citing « Defense Ministry spokesman in Bonn 
the newspaper says there were technical problems im 

destroying them connected with disposal of the highly 

porsonous fuel According to the report. the 24 missiles 

are “in a non-deplovable condition withe::’ warheads 

and without launch vehicles © 

During the past few days. there has been a controversy 
between the United States and the Soviet Union over 
thes type of missile The Americans suspected that 
Moscow was not sticking to the INF treaty which pre- 
scribes the destruction of all nuclear missiles with a 

range of S00 km to $.000 km The SS-23 falls om this 
category 

Initial Talks on Hungarian ( coperation Treaty End 
40 00715 189! Hambure DIE WELT on German 
4 Jul Vip 6 

(“Co report “Treaty With Hungary Now”) 

[Text] Bonn—Paralic! to the German-Polish treaty on 
good-neighborly relations and the negotiations on the 
agreement between Bonn and Prague «hich are in their 
final stage. the first round of talks on a German- 
Hunganan agreement on fnendl) cooperation has now 
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been concluded in Budapest. According to statements by 
Foreign Ministry officials, the two delegation heads 
Hoynck and Kovacs. reached agreement on the structure 

and the concept of the agreement. The next round of 
talks is scheduled after the summer recess There do not 
seem to be any special problems The issue of the 
protection of the German minomty was settied carer in 
an cxacmplary way 

SFRY Inquiry Into Journalist's Death Demanded 

LD2807132491 Berlin ADN in German 1233 GMT 
28 Jul 9! 

[Text] Bonn (ADN}—The Federal Government has 
demanded that the circumstances of the murder of the 
German journalist Egon Skotiand be investigated and 
the guilty punished A Foreign Ministry spokesman in 
Bonn said that German charge d'affaires in Y ugosia: ia 

Martn Lutz. on the instructions of Foreign Minister 
Hans-Dietnch Genscher, today cance again made repre- 
sentations at the Yugosiay Foreign Ministry 

The German diplomat briefed his interlocutor about the 
medent. The brnefing was based on reports from the 
German consulate-general in Zagreb. which in turn were 
based on cye-witness reports According to them. shots 

were deliberately asmed at the German journalists In 
particular, Lutz protested the use of the internationally 
outlawed dum-dum bullets 

The Yugosiay swde expressed it regret abou! the mncedent 
and promised to inform the competent depanimern!: a! 
the Imtenor Ministry and Army about the (rer an 
diplomat move 

Covernment Demands Turkey Release Journalist 

LD2707 143691 Hambure DPA in Germany 1259 OM 
2° Jul 9! 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—The Federa! Government demands 
the ummediate release by Turkce, of German journalist 

Elisabeth Schmidi The Foreign “instr, announced in 
Bonn today that Juergen Chrobog. political director of 
the Foreign Ministry. today strongly cupressed the Fed- 
eral Government's concern to the charge d affaires at the 
Turkish Embassy and asked him to intervene for the 
release of Elisabeth Schmidt 

The Turkish Security Police yesterday arrested the jour. 
nalist 4 her office in Diyarbakir The journalist «ho 
permanently resides in the southeast Anatolian town had 

been serous) maltreated by the Turkes Security Forces 
two weeks ago Ste was observing the funeral of a 
left-wong political who had been murdered under m sic 
nous circumstances 

Stoltenberg Leaves for Visit to Czechoslovakia 

LD2I80°10219!1 Hambure DP 4 in German 0999 OUT 

28 Jul 9! 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—The head of the armed forces 
Gerhard Stoltenberg (Christian Democratic | neon) has 
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today left for a three-day visit to Czechoslovakia as the 
first German defense minister to go there. He intends to 
discuss the securnty policy situation in Europe as well as 
issues relating to the further shaping of bilateral military 
cooperation with his counterpart Lubos Dobrovsky and 
Foreign Minister Jim Diensthier Stoltenberg also 
intends to visit a unit in Bohemua and a training center in 
Slovakia 

Reportage on Visit 

MW 4290714069! 

For reportage on the visit by Defense Minister Gerhard 
Stoltenberg to the CSFR., see the Czechoslovakia section 
of the 29 July East Europe DAILY REPORT and subse- 
Quent rssues 

Koh! Sees Economic U pturn in Eastern Germany 

LD2807082191 Hamburg DPA in German 0600 GMT 
28 Jul 9! 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—According to Chancellor Helmut 
Kohl, there ss now a clearly perceivable upturn im the 

economy of the new laender Koh! said on Deutschiand- 
funk today that the economic strength of the new lacnder 
must be brought up to the level of the world economy to 
be capable of competing. The chancellor above al! sin- 
gied out the construction sector m the new lacnder. 
which 1s showing growth of 72 percent im the second 
quarter of this year There are also clear signs of stabil)- 
zation in exports to the entire world after a sharp decline 
Sence the beginning of 1990. 420.000 new businesses 
have been registered According to Kohl, 2.600 enter. 
prises—a good one-fifth of previous state enterpnses— 
had been privatized by the Treuhand up to the end of 
July 1991. Apart: from this, investment subsidies to the 
tune of around 65 tilhon marks have been granted to 
enterprises in the new laender However. people again 
have to count on a “nse mm unemployment.” Koh! sand 
He sad he s “relatively sure” that most of the 56.000 
young people in the new lacnder who will enter the world 
of work will have the opportunity of finding a good 

traning place 

The cconoma boom im western Germany would not 

have occurred without reunification. in Kohl's opinion 
The old Federal Republic's comparisons with other 
Western indusinal countnes were “remarkable” in mid- 
1991 In the first half of 1991 there was a rate of growth 
of gross national product of 4.5 percent and a record 

level of employment at 29 millon This was the highest 
figure ever recorded m the history of the old Federal 
Republic “! think that it 6 now a matter of us advancing 
step by step. of new enterprises being built up. of 

structures berg improved and of us taking up the 
relevant opportunities” Koh! strevsed 

The chancellor appealed to Germans in cast and west to 

show patience in dealing with one another “We must be 
capablic of senwhlc compromises and above al! of a 

sensitic dialogue with one another” There « not the 
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shghtest reason for citizens im the old lacnder to look 
down on thew compatnots m the former GDR m a 
patronizing manner On the other hand. however, there 
18 also no reason to stir up and develop feclings of envy ~ 

Official Denies RAF Prisoners’ Leading Role 

40 2607140091 Frankfurt/Main FRANAFURTER 
ALLGEMEINE om German 25 Jul 91 p 2 

[“ban™ report “RAF Attacks Not Controlled From the 
Cells”} 

[Text] Bonn, 24 July—The head of the Hamburg Office 
for the Protection of the Constitution, Lochte, contra- 
dicted the view of a North-Rhine Westphahan [NRW] 
offical that Red Army Faction (RAF) terrors! attacks 
are controlled by prisoners from thei cells. This was 
claumed at a meeting of the NRW dict by Mr. Holthaus. 
semor official of the constitutional protection depari- 
ment in the Duesseldorf Intenor Ministry. who noted 
“All orders, all dates. everything comes from the pris- 
oners. Everything goes down to the command echelon. 
furthermore. they also have information flowing back to 
them. flowing to the sides. and everything” The RAF 
prisoners are “actually the controlling organ of the whole 
matter" He thonks that they are the “minds behind the 
whole matter.” 

Even though the Federal Office for the Protection of the 
Constitution [BfV)} also thanks that the prisoners are the 
political core of the RAF. over the past few weeks the 
constitutional protectors have repeatedly sad that. 

according to their findings. the attacks—both the “tar- 
gcts” and the dates—are planned by the RAF “command 

echelon © In this connection, BIV President Werthebach 
recently capressed the view that there are two separaic 

RAF command groups 

In the Cologne newspaper EXPRESS. Lochte also 

referred to a sketch made by RAF terrors Schulz. the 
discovery of which lead to the transfer of RAF prisoners 

Schulz Hofmann. Jakobsmener and Eckes from ( ologne 
to Bielefeld A harmiess sketch by Adetherd Schulz was 

cragectaicdly interpreted to sugnify a planned action to 
free the terrorsts.” Lochte sand The Federal Public 
Prosecutor's Office started “evaluation work” and thus 
moved mto the realm of constitutional protection 

“Stupd concluwons were drawn This ss not some evil 

imtention The gentlemen believe thes to be the case. but 
they are assessing the RAF encorrectly “ There «sa flow 
of informathon—that is. ther discussions—hetween the 

prisoners and the command ccheion “This 1s normal 

and has always been the case. bul 1 6 not true that 
attacks and assassinations are ordered from prison It is 

not he the mafia. where the big boss 1s str” the leader 
even if he «6 om presen” Referring to the contradictory 
statements made by Holthaus Lochte sand “He 1s alone 
among constitutional protection officials in making 
these statements | 
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Bundeswehr Leadership Changes Announced for Oct 

LD2707001691 Hamburg DPA in German 0910 GMT 
26 Jul 91 

[Excerpt] Bonn (DPA)}—There will be a number of 
personnel changes at the highest levels of the 
Bundeswehr this autumr. As the Defense Ministry in 
Bonn announced on Frnday. Inspector-General Dneter 
Wellershoff will retire at the end of September. His 
successor on | October will be the commanding general 
of ist Corps im Muenster, Licutenant General Klaus 
Naumann. 
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Egyptian President Mubarak Arrives for Talks 
AU 2607114491 Paris AFP in English 
1123 GMT 26 Jul 91 

[Text] Paris, July 26 (AFP)}—Egypuan President Husm 
Mubarak arnved here Fnday from London for talks with 
his Freach counterpart Francois Mitterrand on Middle 
East peace efforts. 

During his three-day state visit to Britain, the first by an 
Egyptan leader in more than 60 years, both sides signed 
an agreement writing off some 340 million pounds (550 
dollars) of Egyptian debt. Under the accord, Britain will 
also convert a 7.4 million pounds (12.3 million dollars) 
loan for a phosphate project in Western Sabaya into a 
grant. The debt write-off was in the framework of a Paris 
Club agreement on Third World debt. 

Mr. Mubarak also called for the suspension of an Arab 
trade boycott against Israel if that country agreed to stop 
building settlements in the Israch-occupied Arab territo- 
nes. 

Both the French and Egyptian Governments have been 
in contact with Palestinians, whose representation at a 

future Middle East peace conference remains the main 
stumblingblock to calling such a meeting. 

French Foreign Minister Roland Dumas met two days 
ago with one of the main Palestinian leaders in the 
occupied terrtones, Faysal al-Husayni, while a senior 
Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) official 
recently traveled to Cairo with a message from PLO 
chairman Yasir ‘Arafat. 

Meets With Mitterrand 

LD2607190691 Paris France-Inter Radio Network 

in French 1700 GMT 26 Jul 91 

[Text] Egyptian President Mubarak 1s making a lightning 
visit to Parts. He was received for one hour at the Elysee 
by Franco Mitterrand. An obsession with the famous 
Isracl-Arab peace conference also prevailed here. 

A lot was sand about Middle East peace, the Egyptian 
president would like this conference to meet in the near 
future In Husni Mubarak’s view, it would be an cxcel- 
lent thing to hold this conference in October, but he fears 
a postponement until! December would fall into the 
Israch election game and then there is the year of the 
US. presidential clection, which might delay the whole 
process, he said. The second of President Mubarak’s 
fears 1s caused by the difficulty in making up the dele- 
gation, and in particular the Palestinian represer tation. 
Yitzhak Shamir refuses representatives from cast Jerus- 
alem. Jerusalem will not be subject to any discussion, 
according to the Israch prime minister—a stand that 
according to Husmi Mubarak may furnish another excuse 
to complicate things. He wishes to prevent this deadlock. 
in hes view this matter will be negotiated: anything can 
be negotiated. Egypt firmly desires the holding of this 
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conference. and the search for concrete results. Presadent 

Mitterrand confirmed France's position One must not 
muss this chance 

Satisfaction With Talks 

NC2607201291 Cairo MENA im Arabs 1905 GMT 
26 Jul 91 

[Text] Paris, 26 Jul (MENA}—President Husn: Mubarak 
said he 1s satisfied on hes talks with French Present 
Francors Mitterrand. noting We are in agreement with 
President Mitterrand. no differences cxrst between Egypt 
and France or Egypt and the EC 

Foliowing his talks with the French presedent. Presadent 
Mubarak met with correspondents and sand Peace and 
Arab mghts are the rssucs at play here. France s a major 

country, he added. and | believe that the EC should 

participate in the peace conference Mubarak said he 
hopes the peace conference will be held soon. stressing 
that comprehensive peace 1s in the interest of all coun- 
tnes of the regoon. including Israc! 

Asked whether he 1s optemrstic that the conference will, 
indeed, be held soon. Mubarak sand | wish 1 were gong 
to be held tomorrow, but if rumors that «1 1s gowng to be 
held in October are truce. that would be excellent as well 

Mubarak said he 1s afrand that the conference will be 
po: poned until December, when the Israch election 
campaign starts. Soon after those clections, he stressed. 
the United States will be gearing up for its own elections 
This 1s what | fear may happen. the Egyptian president 
said 

Mubarak was asked whether he will discuss Palestoman 

representation with Israch Foreign Minister David Levi 

when the latter comes to Cairo shortly. He answered. Of 

course | will 

The Egyptian president was querned about whether his 
country has a specific stand on Palestiman representa- 
tion to which he rephed: I cannot discuss thes issue with 
the media or | will get a reply through the media and 

nothing will be accomplished 

President Mubarak was asked about the representation 
of East Jerusalem Palestinians in the peace conference 
The way this issuc 1s being discussed makes « seem 
comphcated, he answered. Let us put all our cards on the 

table when the conference 1s held and not place obstacles 
in the way before then. East Jerusalem, as Present 
George Bush has said. can be discussed after the negot- 
ations begin. Mubarak sand. stressing that the issue must 
eventually be discussed. It 1s part of the occupied tern- 
tories whether we like it of not, and when we discuss 
peace we must discuss all nssucs, including Jerusalem. 
Mubarak added 

He sand that the EC countries must participate m the 
peace conference because Europe and the Middle East 
are neighbors, and Europe has a stake in Middle East 
peace as well 
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Asiacd about hes capectations of the LS -Sovect summa 
Preedent Mubarak sand | capect very good thungs for 
the future 

Gabonese President Arrives on Private \ isit 

LDl9071 33191 Pare: Radeo France International 
om French 1220 GMT 28 Jul 9! 

[Text) Omar Bongo « m Pars The pr 2sdent of the 
Gabonese Republa arnved om the French capital the 
morning on a private tnp Omar Bongo has come to see 
hes wife, who gave berth to a daughter on Thursday 

Macedonian President Arrives, Meets Dumas 

LDl407° 15079! Belerade TANIUG Domestu Service 
mm Serhot roanan 1440 GUT 24 Jul 9! 

[Text] Pars. 24 Jul (TANJUG)+—Macedoman President 
Koro Ghgoroy arnved on Pars this afternoon, where he 
met immediately with French Foreign Minister Roland 
Dumas. Ghgorov's visit will focus on the critical situa- 
ton on owr country. and new EC—especially French— 
efforts to remove the threat of civil war Ghgorov will 
end hes Parts visit tomorrow 

Government Pleased With EC-Japan Auto Accord 

40 2°07 125491 Paris AFP in English 
1002 GMT 27 Jul 91 

[Teat) Pars, July 27 (AFP)}—The French Government 
has reacted favorably to the European Community's 
(EC) agreement to gradually open its market to Japanese 
automotile cxaports French Delegate Minister for Euro- 
pean Affairs Elisabeth Guigow told French radio on 
Froday that “We wll certainly have, | beleve, a good 
agreement.” and stressed that the accord was structured 
© that “French. German, and ltahan businesses can 
contenue to see thes sales increase ~ 

French Preme Minster Edith Cresson has previously 
taken a strong verbal stand against Japanese imports 
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Peugeot chairman Mr ( aivet dexcrmited the agreement as 
“Getestiabic” and warned “there well be more uncm- 
plowed. a fall mm our standard of lweng and a low of our 
technology Thes ell therefore be an abandonment of 
Our CCONOMK sovereignty and over the long term. of our 
polrtacal sovereignty ~ 

Speaking Frnday on French tclevison. the head of the 
French group PSA [Peugeot Societe Anonyme) warned 
that French Presedent Francou Mittcrrand “wll takc all 
the consequences of thes accord be they postive— 
although thi would surprise me—or negative” =e 
added. “What | don | understand 1s that nobody looks at 
forengn crampics The | nited States say themselves that 
them mdusiry % im great and im Japan. total 
foreign imports represent only 3 percent of the markct © 

Mrs Guigou stressed that. “Of course we are goung to ask 
Japan to open its own markets We well draw up precise 
files with the assistance of French businesses that believe 
that Japanese markets are not open cnough om such and 
such an area” She added “We have. sence the beginning 
of these negotiations. been concerned about providing 
European automotile manufacturers with guarantees 
that they may continuc to produce and to cipand © 

Delegate Minister for Industry and Foreign Trade Dom- 
mque Strauss-Kahn said Saturday on French radio that 
the agreement “was not bad” but “cowld have been 
better ~ 

Repatriated ( ouncil Established in I oulowse 
LD27072034891 Paris France-inter Radio Network 
in French 1500 GMT 27 Jul 9! 

Text] Birth in Toulouse of the National Counc! of the 
epatriated This council, which began today. has set as 

its goal the restructuring of the activities of more than 20) 
associations of Preds Nours [former French settlers in 
Algeria) and Harkrs [Algerians who served with France 
during the Algerian war of liberation}, This cownci! says 
it legitimately represents more than 3 $ million repatn- 
ated om France it has already appointed officials in 
charge of relations with the vanous ministries of the 
government 
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Foreign Minister: Only EEC Can Stop SFRY War 
1D2707102191 Madnd RNE International in Spanish 
0900 GMT 27 Jul 91 

[Text] Foreagn Mutaster Francesco Fernandez-Ordoncz. 
speaking un Santander, northern Spain. sand thal only the 
EEC can avert civil war on Yugoslavia because fo os the 
only vald interlocutor Fernandez-Ordonez made these 
remarks at the closing session of the seminar “The Public 
Sector and the European Common Market.” whech has 
been held thes week at the Menendez » Pelayo mtcrna- 
tonal univerwt, in Santander 

Foreign Ministry Reacts to Al-Qadhdhafi Threats 

LD2707095 191 Madnd RNE International im Spanish 
0900 GMT 27 Jul 91 

[Text] Juan Lena, director of the Diplomatic Informa- 
ton Office of the Spanish Ministry of Foreagn Affairs. 
has warned that should they be confirmed. Libyan 
threats against Spain and Italy. made yesterday by leader 
Muammar al-Qadhdhaii. would be considered regret- 
table and condemnabie In a speech issued yesterday by 
the Libyan mews agency. Al-Qadhdhafi threatened to 
sinke Italy and Spain if these two countnes are used for 
an attack against Libya, and he invited both govern- 
ments to close all the US. bases of they want to live mn 
peace and security 

Communist Party Chief Cited on Future Goals 

LD2707062791 Madrid RNE.1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 2200 GMT 26 Jul 91 

[Text] The leaders of the Communist Party of Spam 
[PCE] are not contemplating the disappearance of this 
party, at least wn the near future. Today, Saturday, on the 
Saturday which has just begun. the Central Committee 
of the Communmt Party of Spain ss to meet. and 
according to Julho Angurta si has nothing to learn from 
the Soviet process. Encarna Granizo reports. 

[Gramzo] The process of internal debate among the 
Soviet Communists and the PCE «self contenues to be a 
cause for reflection by the leaders of the left. Today. the 
coordinator general of ‘nited Left, Julho Anguita, 
emphasized at a news conference held during the 
summer courses in El Escorial that the current situation 
of internal debate in the CPSU was capenenced by the 
PCE years ago 

[Begin Anguita recording) What the CPSU is domg ws 
what we have been saying and doing here for some time 
[words indistinct}. Because, of course, how often have we 
said, and | especially, that what a party needs 1s theory, 
not a catechism. Well, appears that they are gorng to 
jon on the theory question. [end recording) 

[Gramzo] It os a question of bearing in mind Marxist 
theory but without losing sight of others. the United Left 
leader sand. As well as stressing that he 1s a person whose 
wall has not fallen down [as heard) he added that the 
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CPSU « faceng a process whech os defficwht and mter- 
cstung Dut whech docs not ticach anytheng ace Looking 

PCE’s ‘Profound’ Divisions Discussed at Congress 

LDJ807025°91 Madnd RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 1800 GMT 27 Jul 9! 

[Text] The Communmt Party's [PCE] Central Com- 
muittce now debating its future as a party A closed- 
door analysis causing a real carthquake among the 
ranks of the Spanish Communists The Communists will 
iry to define their profile looking to the year 2000 a1 ther 
congress ip December. li will be at that | Wh congress 
that they will decide whether the PCE will continuc 
whether 1 will become a current of the Unned Lefi or 
simply dissolve within the coalition The foundations of 
this immediate future are being discussed this evening. 
and according to the limited reports which the evening 
news has obtained from behind those closed doors the 
divisions are profound 

For t rancisco Frutos, coordinator general of the PCE. 
the disappearance of the party as such im favor of the 
Unsted Left should not be proposed but rather it should 
be the maim stimulant of the coalition, whose birth he 
described as the most important movement bringing 
together the left. This view 15 on line with the statements 
made by Julbo Anguita, who has sad that the PCE will 
come out of the | Mh congress with a leadership. organs- 
zational bodies, and statutes as a politecal party 

In the opposing camp is the vouce of Francisco Palero, 
among others, who 1s responsible for the international 
area wm the United Left and who has proposed an 
amendment in which he capresses his support for gener- 
ally backing the coalition and approaching the debate 
and the proposals with this in mend, saying thal ut 6 

a situ- 
ation which s very dangerous for the future of the 
project. Juan Berga, a member of the party's Secretariat, 
expressed himself along the same lines. saying that i 
should be a strengthened waited left and a political 
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won leaders who belong to the party's Central Com- 

mittee 

Dissolution Voted Down 

LDI8071 689] Mar nd RNE-! Radw Network 
on Spanish 1600 GMT 28 Jul 9! 

[Text] Juho Angurta, secretary general of the Communist 

majority opimon of his party's Central Commutiee which 
18 lookeng to prepare for the | Mh congress scheduled for 
next December. The document im question was 
approved by 33 votes mm favor 13 against, and four 
abstentions. thus advocating the survival of the Commu- 
nist Party of Spasn. as opposed to the views callong for its 
dissolution within the United Left 

Council of Ministers Discusses Energy Policy 

LD2707012391 Madnd RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 1200 GMT 26 Jul 91 

[Excerpts] The Council of Ministers has ayprowed the 
new National Energy Plan [PEN]. a plan whoch clarifies 
the type of energy that we are goung to use over the next 
10 years and our needs between now and the year 2000 
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The manzster of industry. Claudso Aranzadi. 5 appearing 
at a news brcfing to report on the maim aspects of the 
plan A report on this from Angela Nuncz at the Moncioa 
Palace 

[Nwunez) Monster of Industry and Encrgy Claudio Aran- 

radi has been speaking for about five minutes on the 
contents of the plan whoch eull define the government 's 
poly on energy matters untel the year 2000. Specifi- 

cay. Aranzad: has sad that the PEN will consst of five 
parts. the first will determine the imicrnational energy 
scenano. the sccond will cstablish the forecasts for 
energy Gemand., the third «sll tackle the supply polecy to 
cover the energy demand. the fourth and fifth ports refer 
to the government's inituatives mm environmental maticts 
and in research and development for everything con- 
cerming energy policy. Aranzadi 1% now setting owl the 
imternational energy scenario im general terms in which 
the plan has been developed mw a contest of prices. of 
forecasts of stable prices. for all energy sources In 
particular, « gives a forecast of 23 dollars for the price of 
oul for the next 10 years until the vear 2000. That os all 
the muonester has said so far 

[Announcer] We stay at the Moncloa Palace because 
there are other subjects of mmterest dealt with by the 
Council of Ministers on whech Ricardo Revilla now 
reports 

[Revilla] [passage omitted] As far as appomtments are 
concerned we should mention that of Carlos Conde 
Duque. who from now on 1s the director-general of police 
replacing Rodngucz colorado, and that of Joaguin 
Alano. who has been appornted the new president of the 
Center for Sociological Research, the CTS. That 1s all 
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Denmark 

* Profitability of Large Banks Increases 

YIENO68SB Copenhagen BERLINGSKE TIDENDE 
in Danish 26 Jun 91 Second Section p 7 

[Article by Kim Schaumann: “Banks Earning Billions”) 

[Text] An analysis shows that banks will have a really 

good year this year. The big banks are expected to 
announce surpluses totaling 4 billion kroner for the first 
half of the year. 

After a year of huge deficits in the billions, Danish banks 
are once more looking forward to a really good year with 
billion-kroner surpluses. In the first half of the year alone 
two big banks, Danske Bank and Unibank, are antici- 
pating a total surplus of around 4 billion kroner. 

Tiny Sankt Annae Bank has analyzed the country’s six 
largest banks and issued a new forecast predicting the 
semiannual results that the banks will not announce for 
another couple of months. 

“Most banks are earning a lot of money again. They are 
back on track and there is no doubt that the two major 
banks will both have billion-kroner surpluses this year. 
Danske Bank will earn the most but it 1s also a little 
larger than Unibank.” says financial analyst Jens Lohfert 
Jorgensen of Sankt Annae Bank. 

It 1s not always easy to be a bank director in Denmark, 
especially in the years when they had the job of 
explaining why the financial institutions had deficits in 
the billions. 

The directors of both Unibank and Danske Bank were in 
this position as recently as last year as well as in 1986. 
And many other bank directors in Denmark were in the 
same boat. 

The best year was 1988, especially for Danske Bank, 
which earned 4.5 billion kroner before taxes that year. In 

the first half of this year Danske Bank 1s expected to have 
a surplus of 2.3 billion kroner before taxes, while Uni- 
bank is expected to have a surplus of 1.9 billion kroner. 

After the two big banks come Bikuben, including 
Sparekassen Sydjylland, with a surplus of over 800 
million kroner, Jyske Bank with a surplus of 600 million 
kroner, Sparekassen Nordjylland with a surplus of 
almost 200 million kroner and Sydbank-Sonderjylland 
with a surplus of 150 million kroner. 

* Economic Impact of Denmark-Sweden Bridge 

YIENOOSSA Copenhagen BERLINGSKE TIDENDE 
in Danish 24 Jun 91 p 12 

{Article by Klavs Snitkjaer: “Permanent Links Will 

Create Two Growth Centers in a New Denmark”’] 

[Text] After the Wall fell and East Europeans were 
liberated, Europeans talked of a “new Europe.” Without 
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making any kind of comparison one can talk of a “new 
Denmark” in a commercial and structural context. The 
dynamic force in Denmark is moving from western to 
eastern Denmark. Copenhagen is about to become a new 
growth center in northern Europe, and Denmark—with 
Copenhagen ai the center—will play a new role in this 
region. The reasons for this include the establishment of 
permanent connecting links across the belts, the new ties 
between Sweden and the rest of Europe and the recre- 
ation of the Baltic region as an important trade area. But 
structural changes in the business sector, such as 
mergers, for example, will play a substantial role in the 
formation of the new commercial Denmark. This devel- 
opment will be examined in a series of articles, starting 
today. 

Professor Christian Wichmann Matthiessen of the Uni- 
versity of Copenhagen predicts high growth in Malmo- 
Greater Copenhagen and in eastern Jylland when the 
Great Belt and Oresund bridges are completed. 

Lopsided Denmark will be in balance again when both 
the Great Belt and the Oresund are supplied with per- 
manent connecting links toward the end of the century. 
Greater Copenhagen and the Malmo area will be a 
contiguous region making up one end of the balance 
beam. The other end will be formed by the eastern and 
central Jylland growth centers, the Arhus area, Ikast- 
Herning and the triangle area (Kolding, Vejle, Freden- 
cia, Middelfart). 

This prediction is made by Professor Christian Wich- 
mann Matthiessen of the Geographic Institute of the 
University of Copenhagen. At the same time he says the 
Aalborg area (North Jylland) and the Odense area (Fyn) 
will increasingly lose out in the Danish growth struggic. 

“Compared with both the Great Belt link and a bridge 
across the Femmer Belt, the Oresund link will have by 
far the greatest effect. It will unite all of Skane and 
Greater Copenhagen in one connected area,” Christian 
Wichmann Matthiessen says. 

“Today Malmo turns to Stockholm, 500 km away, and 
Jylland to Copenhagen, 200 km away. With the Oresund 
link and Sweden's entry into the EC the distance 
between Malmo and Copenhagen will be reduced to 
about 15 km and the two separate areas will benefit from 
each other instead.” 

This will enable the Oresund region to move several 
steps up in the big city rankings. Copenhagen-Malmo 
will unquestionably be the Nordic region's biggest 
metropolis and become the gateway to the entire Baltic 
region. 

According to Wichmann Matthiessen the growth oppor- 
tunities are not nearly as favorable when one looks at the 
areas near the Great Belt link and a bridge across the 
Baltic. In northern Germany, Hamburg-Lubeck will 
remain the regional center and Copenhagen-Maimo and 
the triangle area-Arhus will be growth magnets in Den- 
mark. 
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Thus the link across the Oresund will mark a radical 
change in the development of the capital compared with 
the 1980's. A comparison of Danish growth cities clearly 
shows that the successes primarily occurred in Jylland. 

Among the 20 Danish cities with the most growth in the 
1980's there are only two in Sjaciland and none on Fyn. 
The biggest successes are concentrated in central and 
eastern Jylland. 

At the bottom—among the |0 urban fa:slures—on the 
other hand, the picture 1s dominated by cities in Syacl- 
land and eastern Denmark as well as the capital. Towns 
on Fyn are roughly in the middie, in other words growth 
Stagnated. 

Eastern Denmark has possibilities for growth, however. 
According to Wichmann Matthiessen the important 
thing is that the area can offer creativity—including 
research and development in institutes of higher learning 
and industry. 

Both Arhus and Copenhagen-Malmo/Lund distinguish 
themselves in this field by having old prestigious univer- 
sities. On the industrial side the drug concern of Novo- 
Nordic is one of those that can be cited for us big 
emphasis on research 

But creativity 1s not enough. A metropolis (big city) must 
also be the region's center in the areas of finance, culture. 
entertainment, public and private services. It must be 

the transportation and communications center and it 
must have a significant size in terms of population, 
income and production. In general a metropolis must 
offer high quality. 

“Copenhagen goes a long way toward meeting these 
condit.ons. But some vital elements are lacking.” Wich- 
mann Matthiessen notes. 

“It has been a catastrophe for Greater Copenhagen that 
there has been no supreme strategic leadership for the 
nation’s only international metropolis. A lot has been 
said and done to improve living conditions for the 
people of Copenhagen but very little effort has been 
made to market the capital with a view to creating 
growth. Therefore the capital has lagged behind and has 
far from achieved the growth it actually had a chance to 
achieve,” says Wichmann Matthiessen. 

“When the Oresund link 1s established the interaction 
with the Malmo area will provide obvious benefits. At 
the same time greater Copenhagen-Malmo has the 
advantage that the area does not have to compete with 
other areas in Denmark for a share in international 
growth. This is the case with Rome, for example, which 
faces stiff competition from Milan.” 

In the same way central and castern Jylland have a 
number of advantages that will make Arhus western 
Denmark's center of growth. 

“Like Copenhagen Arhus 1s the area's focal point for 
creativity, culture, services, and quality. In addition 
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Arhus has the requisite size. The triangle area 1s western 
Denmark's transportation center and Herning-Ikast has 
made its mark in the area of industrial growth.” says 
Wichmann Matthiessen. 

He also points out that coordination 1s lacking in the 

area. For example. two transportation centers have been 
estzdlished in the triangle area, Taulovw and Hedensted, 
where according to Wichmann Matthiessen a joint trans- 
portation center would have been more efficient. 

The Esbjerg area could play a role in conjunction with 
the central and eastern Jylland growth areas. But so far 
the North Sea oil venture has had a soporific effect on 
Esbjerg and the area showed only average growth in the 
last decade. 

“Both Aalborg and Odense lack dynamism. It 1s true that 
Aalborg has a number of the factors needed to be a 
growth city, but i has not yet succeeded in utilizing 
them. Aalborg’s newly established research park 1s a plus 
for the area. The Great Belt Bridge will hardly give 
Odense anything—the triangle area's status as a traffic 
center cannot be shaken and Odense will be only a town 
along the route.” says Wichmann Matthiessen. 

* Financial Position of Households Improves 
YIENO68SC Copenhagen BERLINGSKE TIDENDE 
in Danish 20 Jun 91 Second Section p 7 

[Article by Kim Schaumann: “Danish Families in 
Healthier Financial Position”) 

[Text] Over half of all Danish families save about | 000 
kroner every month. But in spite of this they can afford 
to make more new purchases than before. 

Most Danish families are moving toward a healthier 
private economy with fewer loans and more savings. 
Even so they have enough leeway to buy somewhat more 
expensive items—for example a new television set, new 
furniture or a new washing machine. 

The typical Danish family seems to have learned its 
lesson. Borrowing is expensive and often it does not pay. 
Therefore Danish families are now borrowing less 
money to buy somewhat more expensive things—items 
that cost at least 1.000 kroner—than they have in many 

years 

Savings have reached the highest level in years. More 
than half the Danish families put aside over 1.000 kroner 
every month and they do so primarily to make their daily 
lives more secure. 

Three-fourths of the savings provide insurance against 
unexpected expenses. 

However a large minority of Danish families, more than 
one-third, are unable to save money every month 

In cooperation with the Danish Bureau of Statistics, the 
National Bank questioned 2,000 Danish families about 
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their finances. The survey was conducted im Apnil, bul a 
final analysis of the results was released yesterday. 

Famules are still holding back in only one arca when it 
comes to purchasing big items. Very few families are 
buying cars. When they finally do, however, they now 
spend more moncy on acquiring a car than they did in 

the past. 

The National Bank makes no predictions for the future 
in its Comments on the survey. But most reputable 

economusts expect car sales to mse sharply within the 
next year. The increase will be duc to the fact that Danes 
have purchased few cars for a number of years. There- 
fore many Danish families have fairly old cars that need 
to be replaced as time goes on. The cars have become 
older, and that also explains why the average family 1s 
spending a larger amount on car purchases now than in 
the past 

The biggest stem in most families’ monthly budgets, rent. 
is not included in the National Bank survey. The same 
applies to families’ daily expenses for food, clothing, and 
small purchases. However, no other surveys from the 
Danish Bureau of Statistics suggest that Danish families 
total consumption 1s moving upward 

Exght percent of the Danish families surveyed borrowed 
money in the month of April. On the average the families 
in this category borrowed around 22,000 kroner. Most of 
the money was borrowed from banks and savings insti- 
tutions. 

* LO Confederation of Unions May Split 

YIENO687B Copenhagen BERLINGSKE TIDENDE 
in Danish 20 Jun 91 p & 

[Editornal: “Union Confederation Internal Conflict”) 

[Text] If anyone thought that the future infrastructure— 
five cartels—of the LO [Danish Federation of Trade 
LUmons] has been settled, they had better think again. 
The whole debate broke out all over again after LO 
Chairman Finn Thorgrimson remarked the other day at 

a umion conference, in a mild and conciliatory manner. 
that perhaps it would end up as a seven or eight-finger 
structure. He had hardly uttered this before Willy Strube 
of SiD [Special Workers Union], whose own ambition 
bears watching, was threatening to withdraw his alle- 
giance from LO. Whereupon the Metal Union came 
forward with its proposal for eight cartels, which has the 
support of the Graphics Cartel and presumably also HK 
[Umon of Retail Business and Clencal Workers}. 

Thus tt appears that they will have to start all over again 
amid the monumental confusion that is splitting LO 
The SiD. the largest union of unskilled workers, and 
KAD [Working Women of Denmark], find their posi- 
tions threatened by splintering into many cartels, while 

the smithing trades see themselves engulfed in a huge 
industrial cartel. Let the smiths fight for the parameters 
of their trade that time is erasing. But a large number of 
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rank-and-file members of LO seem to have arnved at the 
unfortunate and hardly correct conclusion that the pn- 
mary conflict 1s about the future division of power at the 
top and between the cxrsting ‘appartuses” 

At least Jens Pors. chairman of HK’'s u.dustrial group. 
could produce an opimon poll indicating that the cartel 
issue 1s received with conspicuous indifference by union 

rank and file. Jens Pors wants consequently to start over 
again and let the structure rise—not in the oven. bul out 
of the desires of the membership. The opinion poll 1s 
consistent with a study indicating that the interests of the 
workers continues to be committed to issues out in the 

workplace, including cooperation toward collective 
Strength with its consequent security. and interaction 
within a more fluid system, free of inhibiting trade 
boundanes and other mgidities dictated by the union 
leadership. All of which 1s in tune with conducting wage 
negotiations at the factory level 

LO’s situation has certain similarities in Common with 
employers’ problems. The numerous organizations 
within DA [Danish Employers Association] are com- 
bining into larger and stronger units, which can take on 
projects that DA has to forgo. But the real impetus has 
been a demand by members for a simplified and cheaper 
service. The imminent fusion of the Federation of 
Danish Industnes and the Federation of Industrial 
Employers signifies, additionally. that a basrs for conflict 
between industrial and employer policy 1s no longer 
found. It marks an attempt to establish a policy of 
cooperation on the organizational level as well as on the 

manufacturing level 

Given the current of thought among the members, LO 
ought perhaps to view its infrastructure issue im a new 
way. With less stress on confrontation and more on 

cooperation. That could be put to good use im the 
domestic market 

Iceland 

South African Sanctions To Be Lifted in Oct 
LD2707002891 Stockholm Sveriges Radio Network 

in Swedish 1130 GMT 26 Jul 9! 

[Text] The Icelandic foreign minister says his govern- 
ment will lift sanctions against South Africa mn October if 
the Icelandic parhament meeting approves the measure 
The government cannot make the move unless the 
parliament endorses 11 

In Reykjavik, Foreygn Minister Jon Baldvin Hanni- 

balsson made the announcement after talks with his 
visiting colleague from Denmark. U ffe Ellemann-Jensen 
The Danish foreign minister says he 1s pleased with the 
Icelandic move 

In Denmark itself the opposition parties have presented 
a plan for a step-by-step removal of sanctions against the 

white majority [as heard] regime in Pretona if the 
changes are linked with reforms in South Africa itself 
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The plan would continue to block the Danish conserva- 
uve-led government's plans to lift trade embargos 
against South Afnnca. 

Norway 

* Labor Posts 3-Percent Gain in Gallup Poll 
91P20423A Oslo ARBEIDERBLADET in Norwegian 
4Jul Yip? 

[Editonal Report] Oslo ARBEIDERBLADET in Norwe- 
gian on 4 July published on page 7 under the heading 
“Labor Party Jumps Three Percent™ an 800-word article 
by Egil Knudsen citing voter support figures for June 
obtained from a poll of 1.190 respondents from all parts 
of Norway taken between 10 and 28 June by Norges 
Markedsdata. 

After six months of almost continuous decline, the Labor 
Party 1s now making a comeback in Gallup poll results 
Party support 1s at its highest level since March—36.3 
percent—and 1s nearly three percentage points above the 
last poll. The Conservatives, on the other hand, have 
dropped 2.2 percentage points to 20.2. 

The article notes the Progress Party's downward trend 
over the last several months—the party received 10.8 
percent of voter support, the lowest in this poll since 
December | 988—and points out that in results obtained 
in other opimon polls, the Progress Party's voter support 
figure has been even lower. 

While the conservative Oslo daily AFTENPOSTEN. 
sponsors of another voter support poll, and ARBEIDER- 
BLADET both agree that the results of a single poll are 
insufficient to judge whether or not the Labor Party's 
33.4 percent in May will prove to be its lowest point, 
ARBEIDERBLADET notes that “a jump of 2.9 percent 
1S very unusual in Markedsdata’s polls.” 

The following 1s a breakdown of voter support for each 
of the political parties and the change this represents 
from the previous month's data. 

Socialist Left Party L 120 | 02 

Labor Party a %) | +29 

C enter Pary 4 76 1 - O01 

Chnstan People's a4 | - 0” 
Party 

+ + 
Conservative Panty 202 | 21 

Progress Party if ios L - 04 

Loberal Party L 29 +04 

Cnhers | is i +03 
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Sweden 

Andersson: ‘Rewarding’ Talks With Palestinians 

LD260°215691 Stockholm Sveriges Radio Network 
in Swedish 1030 GMT 26 Jul 9! 

[Text] Two Palestinian leaders have descnbed their talks 
with Sten Andersson as serious and rewarding 
According to them, Sweden can play a role in solving the 
difficult question of who should be included im the 
Palestinian delegation at a possible peace conference 

[Correspondent Johan Fredriksson] The Palestiman 
leaders capressed satisfaction with the talks with Sten 
Andersson. They both stressed that Sweden carlier 
played a role im createng the possibility for a peace 
process in the Middle East. Now Faysal al-Husaynm: and 
Nabi! Sha'th hope that Sweden will be able to influence 
the United States, and perhaps also Israci. to accept the 
Palestimian view of the composition of the Palestinian 
delegation to the talks. They both stressed that 1 1s up to 
the Palestinians to decide who should be included in a 
Palestsmian delegation Nabil Sha'th beleves that what 
he calls the Swedish moral authority will be able to exert 
influence. But he does not expect Sweden to send im an 
army 

[Begin Sha‘th recording in English) You know Sweden 
We're not expecting Sweden to send an army and navy 

to, to the area. we don” expect Sweden to come up with 

bilhons of dollars to solve the problem Sweden has 
moral authority. but it 1s an important moral authority 
[end recording} 

[Fredriksson] [Words indistinct] from the Swedish Gov- 
ernment and Palestinians was not received during the 
discussions. They have not asked for i, exther, says Nabil 

Sha'th 

(Begin Sha'th recording in English] We re not asking the 
Swedish Government to do anything on its own accord 
We're dong it to play a role with others. Therefore. its 
success depends on others then. not itself alone. It will 

(try) with these others. The extent of success depends 
very much [word indistinct] we pray for its success. [end 
recording] 

{Fredriksson} With regard to the question of who should 
represent Palestinians at a possible peace conference. 
Sha'th and ai-Husayni say that the only compromise that 

can be accepted 1s to consider joming a jot Arab 

delegation or a joint Palestinian-Jordanian delegation 
But the main issue that Palestimans themselves are to 
decide 1s who will represent the people in the occupied 

terntones—from that we shall not move 

Comments on Middle East Peace 

LD27070606%9) Stockholm Sveriges Radio Network 

in Swedish 1030 GMT 26 Jul 9! 

[Text] We continue with the promised interview with 
Foreign Minister Sten Andersson The topic of discus- 
sion 1s the Middle East peace process. Andersson thinks 
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that US. Secretary of State James Baker has done a 
competent job regarding the peace plan. Arab states have 
accepted wt. as have the PLO and Palestinians im the 
occupied termiones. It now remains to get Israc! to 
accept the proposal, says Fore:gn Minister Sten 

Andersson now that he, after iiness and a holiday 
comments on the peace process in the Middle East 

[Begin Andersson recording] It remains to get Israci to 
accept that the process should be started. If we look at 
the latest statements by Shamir, we can become pess- 
mustic, but | am, deep down im my heart, not the icast 
after the drscussions | had today and the carlier discus- 

ssons | had with other parties, fairly optimistic 1 Deheve 
that thes process will contenue and that the peace process 

will finally start 

[U mdentified correspondent] On what do you base this 

optumism” 

| Andersson} Well, | know that both inside Israc! and 
naturally among the Palestinians there 1s a strong desire 
or peace. Moreover, | belheve that both the United 
States and the Soviet Union have decided that now these 
problems must be resolved. that peace between the Arabs 

and Israel. and the relations between Palestinians and 
Israc! must be settled, otherwise there will never be any 

stable peace on the region. So this 1s on the interest of not 
only these superpowers but it 1s also on the interest of the 
whole world This naturally creates enormous pressure 

on Israel, and | think that it 1s or it will be strong enough 
to achreve the peace process 

|( orrespondent] What should the Israeli Government do 
now’ 

[| Andersson] Well, it 1s not my business to give advice to 

the Israch Government. | will appeal at the Norrkoeping 
meeting today to the Israch Government to agree to the 
peace process, for | belheve that if Isracl misses this 

chance. the Israch people will gradually suffer greatly 
from thes. | want to refer to what Ben Gurnon, who was 
prime monister during and after the six-day war in 1967 
sand. If we keep these terrtones, Israci will not be able to 
survive as a Jewish or democratic state So in the long 
run it 1s also a problem of survival for Israci, and we 

want to stand up in defense of Israel's existence [end 
recording] 

| Announcer] That was Foreign Minister Sten Andersson 
As you perhaps heard, he mentioned Norrkoeping in the 
interview The foreign minister and the Palestinian v1s- 
itors will go there to visit the peace camp of the Young 

E agies 
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Asks Israel To Participate 

LD2707015 191 Stockholm Sveriges Radw Network 
on Swedish 1600 GMT 26 Jul 91 

[Interview with Swedish Foreign Minister Sten 
Andersson by correspondent (Lasse Berg) in Norrkoping 
on 26 July—recorded] 

[Text] [Andersson] Today, | direct an urgent appeal to 
the Israch Government: Accept the US. peace confer- 
ence proposal. say yes to peace and no to continued war 

and violence, go at last to meet the ardent longing of the 
Isracl: and the Palestinian youth for peace and harmony 

between peoples 

[(Berg)} Sten Andersson. you motivate your appeal by 
saying that all the Arab countnes have accepted the 
proposal. but not Isracl. That means that Israc! should 
withdraw from the occupied territones. What do you 

think will happen if Israc! does not accept this proposal” 

{| Andersson] That wall place Israel and the Israch people 
in an extremely difficult situation in the long run 

[(Berg)| Of what use do you think a Swedish appeal will 

be at thes stage” 

[Andersson] It 1s difficult to say. A Swedish appeal by 
itself will certainly not have much effect, but there are 
many countnes behind this demand. as well as the 
United Nations, so that there 1s real pressure from the 
countnes of the world behind this demand 

|(Berg)} How can your close contact with the PLO 

influence this Swedish appeal” 

| Andersson} | do not know that. | do not know whether 
they will react to my meeting with Faysal al-Husayn 
Baker met him. and so did [words indistinct] yesterday 
I think ut os self-evident that one must reason with all 
parties. As you know. over many years | have had 

contacts with several of the parties. both im the Arab 
countnes and the United States. We were [words indis- 
tenct| that this dialogue between the United States and 
the PLO came about. Those who know something about 
the problems. as I think that most Swedes know, they do 

not react negatively 

|(Berg)| Deep down im your heart. do you believe in J 
solution” 

| Andersson! Yes. I do. Even though the situation now 
may seem rather gloomy. I feel optumrstic 
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Cypriot, Greek Stands on Quadripartite Meeting 

VC 2007175091 Nicoma Cyprus Broadcasting 

Corporanon Radiw Network in Greek 1500 GMT 
™* Jas ¥) 

[Text] Government spokesman Akis Fandis stated m 
Nicosia today that the positions of the Cyprus and Greek 
Governments on a quadmpartte conference are clear. The 
spokesman said that an orgy of rumors and conjectures are 
being passed around. noting that idle discussion and 
conjecture around the meeting harm the unanimous 
national counci! decison that what 1s important 1s to 

cxamune the sues of substance on the Cyprus issue. He 
added that Turkey should respond with a reasonable 
proposal on the termtonmal and refugee issues. Fandis 
stressed that anyone who ignores this substantive aspect of 
policy. whoch was unanimously approved by the national 

counci! with the partcrpation of Greek Prime Munaster 
Konstandinos Mitsotakis, and continues to tnfle with the 
Quadmpartite meeting 1s not serving the national interest 

Denktas Opposes Greek Cypriot UNSC Presidency 

142707065191 (Clandestine) Bayrak Radio in Turkish 
to Cyprus 1930 GMT 26 Jul 91 

{Text} President Raut Denktas has said that should the 
Greek Cypnot Adminstration im the south be clected 

president of the UN Security Council [UNSC], he wall ask 
the Republican Assembly to convene to reconsider its 

resolution for the establishment of a federation. He added 
that om such an eventuality, the UN General Assembly will 
be prevented from ever discussing the Cyprus issue again 

A written statement issued today by Denktas says that 
the electron of the Greek Cypnot side to the UN Security 
Counc! presidency will perpetrate a great injustice and 
wrong against the Turkish Cypnot people, undermining 
their equality. a subject that constitutes one of the main 
components of the Cyprus problem 

Recalling that LN Security Council Resolution 649 calls 
on the two interested parties to refrain from adopting 
provocative stands. the statement says that there 1s no 

greater provocation than the Greek Cypnot candidacy 
for such a post 

Ponting out that the apphcation for that post 1s meant to 
prove that the Greck Cypnot side feels stronger following 
LS. President Bush's visit to Greece and Turkey, the 

Statement says that thes step represents blackmail against 
the world and the countnes that wall cast their votes and a 

grave provocation agamnst the Turkish Cypnot side 

The statement notes that the application for UN General 
Assembly presidency should have been made only on 

behalf of the Greek Cypnot Republic in the south, 
adding that 1 must be made clear that this administra- 
tion 1s no longer the legal Cypnot republic based on the 
equality of the two communtiies living on the island as 
recognized by the Lnrted Nations mn 1960 
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The statement stresses that the talks must be held for the 
reestablishment of a federal partnership over the whole 
island and based on the equality of the two peoples living 
there, expk that the reason for the present situation 
pdhedliin ndlocenaielaiakatabathaummnd: 
over the island. 

The statement declares that naming one of the two 
parties involved in the Cyprus issue to the presidency of 
the UN Security Council despite the opposition of the 
other involved party 1s to make fun of the Council and 
the UN countries as well as to ignore the nghts defended 
by the Turkish Cypnots for the last 28 years at the 
expense of their lives. 

The statement concludes by affirming that the Turkish 
Cypnots will strongly oppose this grave step and will not 
be satisfied by only protesting 1 

Denktas: Vasiliou Stance Not Conducive to Peace 

742607150591 (Clandestine) Bayrak Radio in Turkish 
to Cyprus 1030 GMT 26 Jul 91 

[Excerpts] President Rauf Denktas has said that the 
Greek Cypmot side has made the territoral issue and the 
acceptance of the Greek Cypnot republic as the icgal 
Cypnot republic preconditions for the resumption of 
talks. Such a stand, he added. 1s not conducive to peace 

He stressed that the stance taken by Greek Cypnot 
leader Yeoryros Vasilou openly proved the Greek Cyp- 
not side's intention to use the title of Cypnot Republic. 
which it forcibly usurped in 1963. as a tool for becoming 
the owners of the entire island [passage omitted] 

Denktas continued: We did not appropnate anyone's 
terntory. We reorganized our land following our liberation 
[un 1974] We carned out an exchange of population with 
the south. and we settled in the north. We proposed an 
exchange to be carned out for our lands left in the south 

He reiterated that Vasilou's rarsing the territorial issuc 
as a precondition for the resumption of the talks cannot 
be considered a peaceful stand. He said that Vasilou 1s 
repeating today the Greek Cypnot views of 1963, to the 
effect that the Cyprus problem will be settled only if we 
accept the status of a minority. He added There 1s 
nothing conducive to peace im Vasiliou'’s proposals | 
would like to stress that point 

Concerning reports that the United States has submitied 
some views to the interested parties for the solution of the 
Cyprus problem and that it 1s now wating for an answer 
Denktas said that no views have been delivered to him on 
behalf of U.S. President Bush. He added that he did not 
know whether such a proposal was made to Turkey 
Denktas expressed hrs belef that if such a proposal 1s made 
to Turkey, the views of the Turkish Cypriot side will surely 
be requested. That this is how the Cyprus policies of the 
two countnes have been conducted so far. he said 

Noting that Turkey would not say yes to a proposal that 
the Turkish Cyprnot side would not accept, Denktas 
added. The preservation of the nghts and liberties of our 
people begins in Cyprus. Turkey has supported this just 
struggle and will continue to do so 
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Mitsotakis Calis For Improved Turkish Relations 

142707105391 Ankara Turkiye Radyolari Network 
in Turkish 1000 GMT 27 Jul 91 

[Text] Greek Prime Minister Konstandinos Mitsotak:s 
has called on Prime Minister Mesut Yilmaz to initiate a 
new cra in relations between the two countnes. 

Mitsotakis made this call in a message he sent Yilmaz 
while flyung ower Turkish airspace on his way back from 
a visit to the Soviet Union. 

The message also cxpresses Mitsotakis’ best wishes to the 
Turkish people. 

Reports on Yilmaz-Mitsotakis Meeting Denied 

VC 2507202391 Athens ERA Tessera Radio Network 

in Greek 1800 GMT 25 Jul 91 

[Text] In response to a question on Turkish press reports 
that Turkish Prime Minister Mesut Yilmaz wants to 
meet with Prime Minister Mitsotakis. government 
spokesman Viron Polidoras said that there 1s no official 
information whatsoever about such a meeting. report- 

edly to be held withing the framework of | 1 September 
European Democratic Party's meeting in Pans. 

Mitsotakis Comments on USSR Visit, Reshuffle 

NC 2707163491 Athens Elliniki Radhiofoma Radio 
Network in Greek 1500 GMT 27 Jul 91 

[Text] Upon hes return to Athens, Prime Minister Kon- 
standinos Mitsotakss descnbed his visit to the Soviet 
Umon as a histone landmark and said he 1s very satisfied 
with the success achreved. He said: All the goals we set 
have been accomplished. I had the opportunity to com- 
municate with the Pontian Greeks in the Soviet Union. 
| talked to them on the spot, we talked about their 
problems, we agreed on what should be done. and |! 
believe we set our efforts on the mght course, Mitsotakis 
sand. The Pontian Greeks in the Soviet Union will 
constitute a bndge and link in the developing relations 
between our country and the Soviet Union. the prime 
minisier added 

Responding to a journalist's question on a possible 

government reshuffle. Mitsotakis sand Why are you 
thinking about a cabinet reshuffle’ Do you think of a 
reshuffle every tome | am away” 

Industry Minister Dhimas’ Resignation Accepted 

NC 2007/2049] Athens Ellinik: Radhiofonia Radio 
Network in Greek 1130 GMT 26 Jui GMT 9! 

[Text] Prime Minster Konstandinos Mitsotakis has 
accepted the resignation submitted by Industry. Energy 
and Technology Minister Stavros Dhimas 

Before leaving Kiev for Anapa today. the prime minister 
sand | was not aware of any statement by Stavros 
Dhimas and only learned about the matter from reports 

GREECE » 

m today's Athens press. | do not believe there was any 

substantive issue involved Neverthciess. as Dhimas has 
expressed his desire to resign. | must regrettably accede 
to hes request 

Details of Resignation Provided 
NC2707150291 Athens ATHENS NEWS on Englisch 

27 Jul 91 pp i. 3 

[Text] Stavros Dhimas, Minister of Energy. Technology 
and Industry resigned from the government :n far away 
Soviet Union 

Many questions have arisen from the uncapected resig- 
nation which yesterday prompted strong opposition crt- 

scrsm of the politucal role of the Prime Minister Kon- 
standinos Mitsotakis’s family 

Stavros Dhimas was a head of the delegation of Greek 
industrialists and businessmen accompanying the prime 
munister on his official visit to the Soviet Limon After 
the official negotiations in Moscow ended. the Greek 
delegation visited the Ukraine and towns inhabited by 

Greek Pontians. The general secretary of the govern- 
ment’s Information Office. accompanying the prnme 
minister, Konstandinos Pilarinos told newsmen in the 
town of Gelentzik im the Sovict Umon that Pome 
Minister Mitsotakis made this statement ~! have been 
informed from press reports in the Athens newspapers 
early this morning (yesterday) abou! the resignation of 
Mr. Dhimas. | knew nothing about the | do not thonk 
there was a serous reason Bul since Mr Dimas has 
submitted his resignation. unfortunate!s | am obliged to 
accept 1.” 

Stavros Dhimas later stated “! intended to submit my 
resignation after my arrival in Athens for reasons not 
connected with present trip to the Soviet | mon but 
some newspapers jumped the gun | Delieve that m 

parhament as deputy. without the responsi) of a 
munister | shall contunuc to support the party to which I 

belong.” Dhimas demied that he resigned because of the 
Mitsotakis family 

Dhimas also said. his resignation had nothing to do with 
the Marika Mitsotakis. the wife of the prome minister 

The resignation of Stavros Dhimas from the delicated 

balanced New Democracy government. the first wnce 
the party on the 1990 April clections. having marginal 
parlamentary majority. % bound to create a very hot 
summer for the government. and for the prime minister 

himself, who 1s advised to leave his wife Marka behind 
when he travels abroad 

In Athens, government Spokesman Siron Poldhoras 
when asked to give a full explanation for the reasons of 
Dhimas’ resignation referred back to the statements 
madc over, the affair, in the Soviet | mon by Dhomas 

himself and Pilar:aos Polidhoras said he did not know 
of any episode of any disagreement between Dhimas and 
the wife of the prome minister “! really have no wea 
Poldhoras said. and in his communation with the 
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prime minister held told him that all the newspapers 

blamed his wife for causing the resignation of Dhimas 

Viron Polbdhoras. when asked whether now there «il! be 
a government reshuffic. he said this will be decided by 
the prime minister when he returns to Greece 

A statement by the PASOK [Panhellenic Socialist Move- 
ment] opposition party sand: “Given the fact that nunc 
members of the Mitsotakis family participated in an 
officsal visit to the Soviet Unmon. it 1s a wonder that only 
one minister resagned ~ 

Greeks reporters on the tp of the Greek delegations to 
the Soviet Umon reported that Dhimas angrily stormed 
out of a Greek reception after an argument with Mitso- 
takes’ wife, Manka The 72 vear old wife of the prime 
minister 1s known for her assertive style and has clashed 
with politicians m the past. Last year Marka left the 
visitors gallery mm Parhament. to engage im a heated 
discussion (with insults) with PASOK deputy Komon 
Koulourts 

In parhament. PASOK deputies filled yesterday sev cra! 
questions demanding explanations about Dhimas resig- 
nation, the role of Mitsotakis’ family on official trops 
abroad and how these trips had cost the state 

The press office of the Coalition of the Left stated law 
might that “the resignation, and the fact that « occurred 
abroad by the Minister Dhimas has created a political 
issue for the government and especially for the prime 
minister The sibyllc statements made after the minis. 
ter's resignation, and the acceptance of it by the govern. 
ment. instead of shedding light on the affair. creates 
more questions The Greek public needs full and essen- 
tial information of the actions of the government: Greek 
people cannot be icft in the dark on important issucs 
concerning the policies of the government. even more so 
when the Minister was ahead of three important sections 
of the Greek economy ~ 

The Greek delegation which left for Moscow Monday 
was duc to return to Athens late last night 

Bulgaria's Popov, Mitsotakis Meeting Reported 
NC 2707/8089] Athens Ellinth: Radhiotoma Radiw 

Network on Greek 1500 GMT 2° Jul 9! 

[Text] Prome Minister Konstandinos Mitsotakis met 
with hes Bulganan counterpart, Dimitur Popov. who 1s 
On a private visit to Athens, m the Maximos Palace at 

noon today 

Following the two-and-one-half hour meeting. Popov 
sand We had a fnendly discussion ith Mr Mitsotakes 
and exchanged views on the situ..ron in ) ugosiavia 
which concerns us. and on developments in Bulgaria 
particularly on the parliamentary clections scheduled for 
(September) 
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Prime Minisicr Konstandinos Mitsotakrs seed that fic 

and Mr Popov discussed gencral political msucs of 

common interest: He said the discussion eas very usectu! 
and beneficial 

Popo: Discusses Current Issues 
VC 280085 50) Arhens ET-1 Televemon Networt 

on Greet 1800 GUT 2° Jul 9! 

[Text] Before cmbarking on his viset to our country 
Bulganan Counc! of Ministers Chairman Doemoitur 
Popo. met with a team from Greek Telewrnon Three to 

discuss firs Count 's postion on developments in Yugo 

Slavia. the Mitsotakes proposal for tniateral dmuarma- 
ment. the (Kozlodu:) nuciear plant. Greck-Bulgarian 
relations. and hes country’s upcoming parliamentary 

clechons Roz Voudhoun reports 

[Begin Voudhoun recording] Dimitur Popo. and hes 
government are greatly concerned over des clopments in 

Yugoslavia. We are following the dramatn develop 
ments and democratic changes taking place in thrs neigh. 
boring country with mmterest. he told us The Bulgarian 
Government supports a political solution Popo. 

stressed. adding that his country docs not imtervene in 

Yugosiavia’s wnternal affairs and will never do w He 
sand that Bulgaria sincerely hopes that stability tranquil. 
ity. and security are restored there. bul «fm up to the 

Y ugosiavs to determine them country's political and icga! 

shape. and we have no mght or intention to mtertere 
Popov. added | am particularly pleased to note that the 

Greck Government's position on thes msuc comcudecs 
with that of the Bulganan Government and president 

Referring to Prome Minister Konstandinos Mitsotakn 
proposal for partial disarmament on the Crrech 
Bulgarian- Turkish border. the Bulganan ( ounci! of Min. 
ters chairman stressed that the proposal was an cace!- 

lent sea with which no one can disagree. because ut 1s 
aimed at reducing the tenwon created by the mulitary 
presence mm the border region He said that acceptance of 

a proposal does not imply acceptance of every pont in i 
It 1s wntended to serve as a bass for discussion. and | 
believe such discussion 1s feasible and should begin he 
added This «s why the Bulganan Government. and | 
personally uamediately welcomed the proposal Asicd 
about Turkey's ummediate rejection of the proposal 
Popo. said he beheves that Turkey has not reyected it out 
of hand. He noted It 1s possible that Turkey finds certain 
points dealing with military matters unacceptabic but 

there may also be pomts Bulgana considers unaccept- 
able What matters most, however. 1s that we begin talks 
© that we can find political solutions and sgn an 
agreement that would open new horizons in Bulgarian. 
Crreck- Turkish relations Furthermore. destabilization in 
thes part of Europe would contradict the prevasling 
trend 

Domitur Popov gave a reassuring answer when asked 
about the dangers posed by the nuclear power plant in 

(Kozlodui) He affirmed that the recommendations of 
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mtiernational and Buigaman commuliess are Deing tol 
lowed Teo units are Bo longe” operating and are Dering 
sutyected to a complete overhaul Popo. comiuded We 
are actemg responwtly Decause ©c “an! bo protec! our 

people | would bike to tell our frends mm GCrreeee that 

(Kortodu:) 5 not dangerous 

Finally om hght of the upcoming parliamentary ciections 

m hes country. the Bulganan Counce! of Monsters 
charrman sand he did not intend to retire from political 
life He also siressed that he would remain independent 

lend recording! 

UN Representatives Arrive in Athens for Talks 

VC DAO E99! Armen: Evert: Radhiotom 
Rado Networt om Greet 1420 GMT 6 Jw &! 

[Teat) Oscar Camshbon. UN specu! deicgatc of the 
(Cyprus seuc, stated m istanbe! today We Deleewe thai 

we well be able to acheewe some progress ( ammehon and 
UN secretary general assestant Crustay Ferse! concluded 
ther contacts wn Turicy erth an cffori to draw nearer the 
views of the teo wdes on the Cyprus meee ( amuhon 

sand We are concerned about the framework for discus 
won He caplamned that ther cflorts do not depend on 

ome of the other proposal 

The two UN delegates have already arnved im Athens 

Samaras Meets UN Officials 

SC DWT) WW! Athens Elmsks Radiiotoma Radw 

Nerewort ot Greet 1500 GUT 27 Jul 9! 

[Text] Foreagn Minister Andomo. Samaras heid a onc- 
howr mecting today eith Oscar Camuilon and Gustaf 
Fesscl. the UN secretary general's speceal representa- 
tewes, for one hour 

Speaking after the meeting Samaras sand We discussed 
the substance of the Cyprus nsec The Greek sede mnsrsts 

that om order to hold proper negotiations Samaras said 

substantive progress should first be made in the ternmio- 
mal and refugee aspects of the Cyprus wmsuc We hope 

that these two inends will be able to bring us thes 
framework and climate of logac from both Ankara and 
the Turkish Cyprots through the meetings they will have 
with them the foreign minister added 

Responding to a journalist's question on President 
Cseorge Bush's statement in Athens that a fina! solution 
to the C yprus problem eill be achieved by the end of the 

year. Carbon sand That would be very nice Of course 
thes depends on the political will of the parties. he sand 

as you know. the Cyprus msuc 4 2 very difficull onc 
Therefore. the least we can do % to get the partes 
concerned to si down together 
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C ress-Border Operations Into Iraq Denied 

14290710389! Ankara ANATOLIA im English 
1005 GMT 29 Jul 9! 

[Text] Ankara (A_A}—Alleged over-the-border securmty 

operations by Turkish teams were denied here on 
Monday by the Secretanat of the General Staff. official 
sources reported 

The allegations were made by a local newspaper under 
the headlines “We Went Into Irag in Three Wings.” 

Officials at the General Staff Secretanat denied such 
allegations 

“Securts operations are under way regularly within our 

borders No such operations are conducted by Turkish 
security patrols beyond our borders.” a semor official 
sand 

Prime Minister on Role of Turkey, Torture 

40 2807154291 lienna Oesterrenckh Eins Radio 
Nerwors on German 1000 GMT 25 Jul 97 

[interview with new Turkish Pome Minister Mesut 
Yilmaz by Klaus Teer. place and date not given— 
recorded} 

[Text] [Teer] Mr Prome Minister, Pressdent Bush has 
left You recerwed much praise for vour country. What 
will be the new role that your country wall play after the 
end of the war” 

{Yelmaz!] We want to be a model country for the coun- 
tres of thes region. which combines Islam and democ- 
rac 

[Teer] However. in the cast everything 1s different. Onc 
hears that the cotevens om the cast currently have very 
little trust mm your state Are vou afrand of more free- 
dom—perhaps that your country might end up like 

V ugosiavia” 

[¥ \temaz] What we have been capersencing in the castern 
part of Turke, for more than five years can be compared 
with Northern Ircland This a protracted struggle of 
the state against separatism These separatist organiza- 
thons OF groups are mm NO way supported by the broad 

(*masses) and therefore they are waging a guerrilla war 
The state will certamnly suppress these terrorist activities 

[ Teer} Amnesty International says that Turkey 1s still not 
a full democracy If Turkey wants to pom the EC. 
organizations such as the National Security Counc will 
have to make room for democracy One hears that these 

organizations are still responsible for so-called system- 
atx torture in your country Does this systematic torture 
crm” 

[¥ theaz) | do not bebewe that there 1s widespread torture 
m Turkey at the moment There are mndivedual cases. 
aad those responsible are prosecuted and punished 
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[Teer] | have been im your country for 10 days and | 
visited the human nmghts association several tomes 
Today I went there and some young peuple came in and 
said that they were released from prison today. They 
sand: We have been told that. normally. we could be heid 
im detention pending tral for only 15 days. Some of our 
people are still being detained. 

Reportedly. this happened here mm (Dal). at a poloe 
station. They said that a girl 1s still there. The gir! has 
been mustreated so that she is bleeding from the 
abdomen. She 1s called (Scher) and 1s from (Longuidak) 
She cannot see anymore 

Are these not termble accusations” 

[Yulmaz} All these accusations must be investigated 
sermously. This certainly needs to be investigated. 

because om the past such accusations were made for 

purels reasons. Many of these accusations 
turned out to be unfounded Therefore. we have some 
reservations about such accusations at the moment 

Yilmaz on Meeting Mitsotakis, Force Against Iraq 

742807111791 Ankara Turkive Radvolari Network 

in Turkish 1000 GMT 28 Jul 91 

[Excerpts] Prome Minister Mesut Yilmaz has sand that 
the technical differences between the refevant parties in 
Cyprus musi be climinated as much as possible and the 

positions of the respective sides must be further clarified 
before the quadmpartite summit envisaged for Cyprus 
Stressing the need for thorough preparations before the 
summit, Yilmaz declared that an initiative on the part of 

Greek Prome Minister Mitsotakss on thes subject will be 
viewed positively 

Yilmaz. om Sanhurfa to attend a ceremony marking the 
completion of one of the Sanhurfa tunnels. replied to 
reporters’ questions on varnous subjects In reaction to 

reports that Mutsotakss called for a meeting with him. 
Yilmaz sand that he did not receive any official intiative 
on this subject. The prime minister noted that he also 
did not conduct any exchange of views with his Crreck 
counterpart via diplomatic channels and added As | 

sand. we did not receive anything through the official 
channels. The reports indicate, however. that we will 
receive such a message im the coming days We will 
respond positively | did have such an intention We 
were planning to realize it on the coming days I! Mitso- 

takis adopts a stand on this matter. our approact: 41!! not 
change We beleve that, if a os held, a que partite 
summit will yield positive results following a penod of 

preparations to eliminate as much as possible the tech- 
nical differences and after further clarify ing the positions 
of the two wdes. Therefore. we would accept all mitra 
tives om this direction 

In reply to a question, Y simaz remarked that the govern. 

ment «= functioning harmo:ously and there are no 
hitches om its relations with Pressdent Turgut (va! 
Answering a question on whether Ovals statement 
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capressing his opimon regarding the recent wage 
uncreases for workers can be mmterpreted to mean that 
there are snags im these relations, Yilmaz sand The 
president declared his opimion on this subject during the 
establishmeni of the government He stated that he il! 
publicly capress his opsmom on matters he disagrees 
with. Therefore. | do not resent these statements | 
consider them as the pressdent’s own opinions [passage 

omitted] 

in response to a Question, the prime minister noted that 
the multinational force deployed in Turkey 1s armed at 
preventing the recurrence of last April's incidents. He 
emphasized that this issue must not be confused with a 
new intervention against Iraq. adding that the interna- 
tional force nm Silop: will not be used to destroy the 
nuclear capability of the Saddam administration 

Answering another question, Yilmaz remarked thet per- 
mission will be needed to use the Incorlik base for any 
operation against Iraq Pountsng out that a cross-border 
operation 1s out of the question, Yilmaz noted that 1 1s 
not nght to engage in speculation on this subject 

On the subject of distncts that want to change their 
status to provinces, Yilmaz explained that the Interor 
Minsstry 1s working on the subject and the matter will be 
referred to the Assembly as soon as it has been discussed 
at the Council of Ministers 

SHP Chairman Inons on U.S. Relations 
NC 2507135001 Ankara TURKISH DAILY NEWS 
in English 21 Jul Gi p 4 

[Report on interview with Erdal Inonu. chairman of the 
Socal Democratic Populist Party (SHP) by Sirma 
Evcan. place and date not given) 

{Excerpts} Socual Democrat Populsst Party Chairman 
Erdal Inomy thinks that any country which 1s consudered 
a normal power should guard itself in its relations with a 
superpower— and this should never be taken as a move 
against the superpower but should be understood that 
the specific country 1s umply defending its interests.” he 
sand 

Inonu talked to the TURKISH DAILY NEWS about his 
views regarding the relations between Turkey and the 
UL nited States. On the histone aspects of these relations 
and whether 1 has been to Turkey's benefit to have taken 
its place by the side of the United States following the 
World War Il. Inonu sad the following 

“It was not actually Turkey that decided to take its place 
by the wide of the United States of Amenca in world 
politics, but the Unned States of America which wded 
with Turkey after World War Il Turkey came out of 
World War Il as a country able to defend its own 
mterests and yet keep out of the war Turkey's stance 
gained advantages for its alles too 

TURKEY bh 

“Then the Stalenest regeme om the Sovect Unson which 
had contnbuted to the defeat of the German. Itahan and 
the Japanese militares! systerms emerged as an cupan- 

sont dictatonal power forceng the countnes mn Eastern 
Europe under its gusdance 

“Turkey also faced a wmolar pressure from the Soviet 

Umon. Thess country wanted to have bases om the Bos 
phorus and the Dardanclics with the pretest that Turkey 
would not be able to defend them by useclf The Stalinist 
regime also Gemanded that correcvoms be made in 
Turkey's castern border with the Sowret Unson 

“Turkey resisted all these pressures by asecif—nation and 
government together Obviously Turkey's determined 
stance made a good impression on the | nited States and 
Europe. They belewed that Turkey was 2 country whach 
could defend its nghts and therefore | would be to thei 
advantage to establish good relations eith Turkeys 

“The United States as opposng the new capanwonm 
policy of the Sowret Umon toward Turkey. At the tume 
the new foreign policy of the United States ‘contam- 
ment’ was approved by Pressdent Truman Then the 
Truman Doctrine came into being and eithen the frame- 
work of thes doctrine. the LS. would not leawe Turkey 
and Greece alone and would aid these two countnes m 

the case of any attack from outede 

“And since then. the relations between the Turkish 
Republi and the United States grew daily withen the 

framework of thes and Our entrance to NATO remforced 
these relations within a defense alhance Then. of course. 
came the bilateral agreements between the countnes of 
this alhance to strengthen cach other for ther contnbe- 
tion to the jount defense 

“So Turkes'. relations with the Unnted States started 
with the er «7 pount defense that would be om line with 

the national interests of both countnes. it contenucd 
within NATO and then developed im the cconomi 
platform too [passage omitted) 

Neo Obligation to Very Good Relations 

Asked whether Turke, was obliged to carry on very good 

relations with the Lnvted States. none sand such an 
approach was absolutely wrong 

He said. that no country 1s obliged to contenue very good 
relations with any other country It 1s the country itself 
that should decode about its bawc approaches He 
repeated the famous saying of George Washington about 
foreign policy that i 1% common interests that carst in 
relations between countnes and not fnendship 

“Therefore. it 1% wrong to say that we are dependent on 
having ver) good relations with the Unwed States. No 
country actually has to depend on good relations eith 
other countnes. The pont «= that cach country. whic 

dev cloping itself and safeguarding the mghts and inter- 
ests of its own people. finds good relations with other 
countnes definitely useful he sand 
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“What we should discuss with the Uniued States are 
present day msucs and probiems and «wc are alread) 
doing that. We do not need a stratcgxe Cooperation to 
carry on such negotiations.” Inony stated 

Inonu bebeves that 1 1s wrong to entcr into any kind of 
engagement with the United States concerning the 
Middle East situation 

“We do not know what will happen mm the Middic Eau 
even mm the very near future, bul we well be establishing 
a cooperation to confront something that may emerge in 

the future We do not know when and who wil! be 
provoking such a situation Such a cooperation will have 

nothing to do with NATO which had a specific am 
agiinst a specific threat.” he said 

To the question about which way such an engagement 
could be against the mmterests of Turkey. Inonu sand 
Turkey will be loosing its freedom of movement in such 
aca 

“If we are engaged mm an unknown, unclear agreement 
with a superpower, even though we pustify that such an 

agreement will be to the benefit of the two sides. then we 
are noi on equal terms 

“That superpower has all the tools to evaluate the 

present situation. to predat the future to safeguard is 
own interests against all possibilities We do not have the 
same tools. We can only say with goodwill that the 

superpower ell be defending us in the case of any threat 
How can we be sure of thes” Why should thes protect our 

imieresis’ | have asked these questions. bul no ane from 
the government gave a satisfactory response © Un the 
subject of establishing a multi-natronal rep reaction 
force, dubbed “Powed Hammer” m Turniey's south 
eastern Slop: subprovince Inony sated tht he could 
hot get any satisfying caplanation from the government 

on that subject either 

He sand. “We understand from the press thai the | S 
officsals made such a proposal to us. and the British. the 

Dutch and the Itahans ell be the other partners in the 
cviabinhment of such a force mm Turkey which wll 
actually serve as a deterrent force agarnst the army of the 
Iraqi regume which may attack the cthnw groups there 
“garn on the press we read that thes well not be the sole 

functron of such a force. but that om the case irag atiacks 

its neighbors on the future. thes force will be used 

“Now this 1 2 fe situation. a war plan In the caw 
Turkey will become a base fo well serve as a deterrent 
force against any move disrupting the new order in the 

region 

The SHP leader stressed that such meues need to 
debated in Parliament He eanted to remind the putin 
about the authority the government took from Parla 
ment on the tome of the Cralf crrems Me seed thes had a 

clause that indicated the government ail! he author sed 
to call foresgn forces to Turkey during the crn and 
after 
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“I objected to thes word, ‘after, and now | sce that this 
government 1s inclined to use this authority [| think this 
iS very wrong. because we will be drawn into a turbulence 
un the Middle Eas! against our will. And also we shal! be 
able to intervene only if the United States sees such a 
situation as untervenibic, This 1s unacceptable.” he said 

Inonu wanted to draw aticntion to the possibility of 

other complications emerging from the presence of such 
a force on Turkey's territory. “And who 1s to guarantee 
that such a muliiary force will not get involved in local 

poluics”” he asked 

“I do not understand why our dear American frends, or 
htahan,. or Dutch and British frends should want to 
come here, spend so such moncy just to protect us 
There 15 no such practice that other countnes go out of 
ther way to see to ot that a different country lives m 
peace and comfort. And therefore this explains that the 

have their own emterests in mind, but they do not talk 
about that today. Of course this 5 normal, but we should 
not accept thes sence we do not know what the real design 
1s We do not have the mght to accept thei conditions 
without knowing the truth and this should not harm our 
treadship.” he sad 

herds 

Asked about the Unned States’ motive regarding the 
Kurds in thes regeon. Inony said. 

“I don't think that any superpower will think about the 

mmterests of other states of nations. There are strategic 
umterests om thes case. There are tug on! reserves im that 
regron anc they are openly saying that they do not want 

these reserves to be used mm the way to alter the world 

economy The Daggest rssuc 1s thes 

“Secondly there are certamn emotional and primitive 
tendencies on the world thal oppose the present order 

For example. the radical rehgrous movements ht is 
difficult to comtrol such tendencies even with the help of 

arms because of the emotional factor 

“Thordly there « the problem of migration The West ns 
very wared about thes They are moh and developed 
cowntnes and the others eho are poor and underdevel- 
oped and want to go to these nch cowntres So another 

am of the Uaned States and other western European 
Countnes 1s to keep thes phenomenon of migration under 
control 

There are. of Cowree, very sensitive and sophutwated 

methods they hawe whech they do not talk shout But 
eheacver ec hear ahow! an uncapected geviure an 

unexpected favor | thent that there rs something behind 
| 

( yprws 

( oncerneng Cyprus. Inone sand 
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“It ss emportant that the Unsed States of America docs 

not bring about any negative efect concerning the sub- 
yoct. Because our Greek frends’ major mistake 5 to use 
thes 1ssue as a trump card for propaganda They use their 
‘crvihzation’ card and the Unsted States, European coun- 
tnes have the tendency to take thew sade. Greek prope- 
ganda uses this cacessively. 

“Our strength against thes 5 our national consensus on 
the subject. But when at the end of long negotiations 
Greece wins, they get thes way on the resolutions. This 5 
not the way to reach an agreement since ut lacks objec- 

tivity 

“The westerners should press more on both the sides for 

be supporting the United Nations secretary general 

In that case. Pressdent Bush should have come to Turkey 

T 42507164591 Ankara ANATOLIA in Englisch 

1600 GMT 25 Jul 9! 

[Text] Ankara (A A}—Iraq: Kurdish Leader Jalal Tala- 
ban: said here on Thursday he hoped to meet President 
Turgut Ozal to discuss the recent developments in lrag 

Talaban: leader of the Patrrotw Union of Kurdistan 

Kurdish groups eant an autonomous region in Northern 
Iraq 500.000 mostly Kurdish refugees fled to the 
Turkish border when Saddam Husayn s arm) put down 

thew revolt 
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They returned to thew homes after western coalition 
troops established a securtty zone om Northern Irag. The 
troops pulled out lawt week 

Retaliation if lrag Attacks 
142007101391 Ankara ANATOLIA im English 
OVSS GMT 26 Jul 91 

[Text] Dryarbaker (AA}—The leader of the Patriot 
Umon of Kurdestan, Jalal Talabani, currently in Turkey, 
said on thes southeastern province on Thursday that he 
docs not capect any future attacks from Irag 

Answering reporters questions at the hotel where he 
May ing. ee ee ee ee 
hope of meeting ith British John Major 

“We thank the alles. They hawe done thei duty and left 
Al thes pount I do not behewe rag well attack us again. If 
©, we will retahate ~ 

Talabam: sard ac rejected a draft agreement prepared 
during meetings between Kurdish leaders and Iraq 
Government because he found a insufficrent. Talabani 
sand other party leaders had agreed on 70 percent of us 
contents but he well only agree when u ms consdered 
complete 

Later today Talabam: 1s scheduled to fly to Istanbul. from 
where he well leave for London 

Food, Medicine for Kurds 

142007161491 Ankara ANATOLIA im English 
ISO GMT 2% Jul 9! 

[Test] Istanbul (A A}—Turkey to provide Iraqi 
Kurds currently negotiating with the setting up 
of an autonomous region in nonthern Iraq. with food and 
medicine, Pressdent Turgut Ozal’s spokesman said on 
Froday 

After a mectong with Jalal Talabam. an Iraqi Kurdish 
leader currently m Istanbul, spokesman Kaya Topen 
sand. “They (the Kurds) requested some food and med- 
sone from Turkey These will be met The Foreign 
Ministry has already been conducting studies on the 
issue 

Toper: did not say how the and would given to Iraq 
Kurds 

The spokesman sand Talabam. leader of the Patriotic 
Umon of Kurdistan, thanked Turkey at the meeting for 
its support to thew case 

Asked if Talaban: would meet Oval. Topern said no such 
meeting was planned 

Kurdish groups want an autonomous region in nonhern 
Iraq Some $00.000 mostly Kurdish refugees fled to the 
Turkish border when Saddam Husayn's army pul down 
thew revolt 
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They returned to thew homes aficr Western coalition 
troops established a security zone m northern Irag. The 
troops pulled out last werk 

Treated for Ailment 

142607203491 Ankara Turktive Radvolan Network 

on Turkish 2000 GMT 26 Jul 9! 

[Text] iraq: opposston leader Jalal Talabam. currently 
vissteng Istanbul, was hosprtalized for a kidney aslment 
Stones were discovered mm Talabami’s kidneys during a 
checkup m Istanbul a week ago. He was admuticd to 
Admural Bristol Hosprtal last night Officials noted that a 
small stone mm Talabani’s kidncy was flushed out of the 
body with medical treatment. Talabani s reported to 
be un good health and will be released from the hospital 
tomorro~s 

LS. Seeks ‘Te Intervene’ 

NC2707 106891 Paris AFP in English 
1001 GMT 2° Jul 91 

[Text] Istanbul, July 27 (AFP)—The Unnted States ss 
“lookeng for a pretext™ to mitervene mm Irag agai, the 
leader of the Patriotxc Umon of Kurdistan (PUK) said 
here Saturday 

The Americans who “regret now not having overthrown 
Saddam Husayn's regeme after the Gulf War are looking 
for a pretest to mtervene mm iraq.” sand Jalal Talabani. 
presdent of PUK 

The participation of the US. mm the coalition imterven- 
twon force based in Silopi, caght kilometres (five miles) 
from the Iraq: border “remforces the eventuality of an 
imtervention.” he sard 

After conversation with LS military leaders on northern 
Iraq. Mr. Talabani sard that he was assured that the 
multenational force was ready to intervene “if the Kurds 

were attacked ~ 

He refused to comment on the progress of negotiations 
between the Kurdish groups and the Bagdhad govern- 
ment on autonomy for the Kurds 

The Kurdish leader was duc to leave Istanbul on Sat- 
urday for London and he will also viewt Pars and Bonn 

Leaves Istanbul for Britain 

142 °O7150°9! Ankara ANATOLIA im Turkish 

10 GMT 2° Jul 91 

Text) Istanbul (AA}—Jalal Talabani, the leader of the 
not Unon of Kurdistan, left Turkey for Britam 

aboard a Britwh Airways fight at 1450 today 

Talabam, who was berg treated at Admural Bristol 
Hospital for a kidney aslment, was released at noon 
today. He will be meeteng with Prime Minister John 
Major and former Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher on 
Britain 
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Talabani will later go to France and the Netherlands, 
where he will hold talks with French Prime Minister 
Edith Cresson and the Dutch foreign minister. 

Iraqi Ambassador Says Pipeline Use Possible 

142707163791 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 
1510 GMT 27 Jul 91 

[Text] Ankara {A.A}—Iraq’s ambassador in Ankara, 
Rafi Daham al-Tikriti, said here on Saturday the 
Kirkuk-Yumurtalik oil pipeline will be used in case the 
United Nations embargo on Iraq is lifted. 

Answering A.A. reporter's questions, al-Tikrits said Iraq 
wishes to buy food and other necessary products from 
Turkey, in exchange for oil. 

“We know we are indebted to Turkey. We can pay it with 
oil. In line with our fnendly relations, we are asking 
Turkey to lift the restrictions imposed on certain basic 
products, presently stocked in Turkey” he said. 

Al- ‘rm said small details should not overshadow good 
relatior s between the two countries, and these ties have 
a long past. 

He said in case Iraq is allowed to sell its oil, worth of 1.5 
billion dollars, only 70 percent of the country’s basic 
-veds will be met. 

He also said Iraq does not want the setting up of an allied 
force within the borders of Turkey and sees it as a 
potential threat to the balance in the region. 

Most of the Iraqis who had taken refuge in Turkey are 
already back and the rest are waiting for the results of 
talks held between Kurdish leaders and Baghdad, he 
said. 

“The multi-national force #s a threat to the balance in the 
region, and its presence is completely unnecessary. Of 
course Turkey is free to do as it chooses. We have already 
announced our stand. We do not have any bad intentions 
and we do not want any problems with Turkey,” he said. 

He said Iraqi President Saddam Husayn is well-liked in 
his country, and the people gather around him when 
faced with problems. 

He also said there existed no problems between the 
people of Iraq and Turkey and called on Turkish com- 

panies to do business in Iraq. 

Ozal Undergoes Laser Treatment for Eye Ailment 

142607201991 Ankara Turkiye Radyolari Network 
in Turkish 2000 GMT 26 Jul 9! 

[Text] [Sentence indistinct] President Turgut Ozal's 
doctor issued the following statement this evening: The 
president arrived at the hospital for a checkup. We 
discovered a small hole in the retina of his left eye. We 
encircled the hole by laser. The president's health 1s 
good. He will rest in Istanbul tonight 
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Ozal then left the hospital and went to Harbiye Officers 
House to rest. 

Iranian Border Trade Zone To Include Tabriz 
1L.D2607231691 Tehran IRNA in English 

1419 GMT 26 Jul 91 

[Text] Ankara, July 26, IRNA—Tabriz, the capital of the 
East Azerbaijan Province of Iran, has been included in 
the border trade zone between Iran and Turkey, 
according to a protocol inked in Erzurum, Thursday. 
The protocol signed by the governor general of the 
Erzurum Province of Turkey, and officials of the East 
and West Azerbaijan Provinces of Iran also predicts 
border trade, cultural and sports cooperation between 

the neighbouring cities of the two countries. The city of 
Erzurum will sell industrial commodities to the Iranian 
cities of Orumiyeh and Tabriz in return for asphalt and 
black oil, as per the protocol. It also predicts export of 

Iranian fertilizers to Turkey in return for various agri- 
cultural pesticides and machinery. An exhibition of the 
export goods was agreed to be set up in the Turkish city 
of Erzurum and Iranian city of Orumiyeh annually, 
besides mutual cooperation in scientific areas, exchange 
of data between the universities of these cities as well as 
establishment of tourist tours. During the three-day talks 
which ended Thursday, the Turkish side called for the 
transport of the Turkish goods to the Soviet Union via 
the Iranian soil, until the land border of Nakhichevan 
between Turkey and the Soviet Union is opened. 

Foreign Ministry Names Allied Forces Commander 

TA2607102091 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 
0940 GMT 26 Jul 91 

[Text] Ankara (A.A}—Air Force Maj. Gen. Ibrahim 
Uyanik has been appointed the Turkish commander of 
an allied force to be stationed in Turkey to deter another 
Iraqi crackdown on the people of northern Iraq, mainly 
Kurds, Foreign Ministry officials said on Thursday. 

Uyanik and U.S. Air Force Maj. Gen. James Jamerson 
will have the same status and authority in commanding 
the force 

Officials have said the force would be made up of air and 
ground componcnits. 

The air component, to be deployed at Incirlik Air Base, 
in southern Turkey, would be made up of American and 
French warplanes. Britain is also interested in joining the 
air component. The air units would comprise some 2,500 
men and would be backed by carner-based aircraft from 
the U.S. 6th flect in the Mediterranean. 

The ground units, to be based at the Turkish border town 
of Silopi, would also total 2,500 troops, 1,500 of them 
combat troops 

Beside the United States and Turkish troops making up 
the bulk of the force, units from Belgium, Britain, 
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France, Italy and the Netherlands will also participate. 
Turkey's contribution would be a mechanized company 
and support unit. 

The force’s combat unit would be a reinforced battalion, 
to be supported by a helicopter force stationed in the 
southeastern air base of Batman. 

The countries contributing troops have been told that 

any cross-border operations would be subject to Turkey's 
approval. 

On Tuesday, the ministry announced that the force 
cannot use Turkish territory, waters or airspace for 
offensive operations against Iraq without Turkish Gov- 
ernment's explicit permission. 

48 Planes in Air Component 

7A2607161191 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 
0455 GMT 26 Jul 91 

[Excerpt] Adana (A.A}—The air component of an allied 
force to be stationed in Turkey to deter another Iraqi 
crackdown on the people of northern Iraq will comprise 
48 aircraft, a Turkish military spokesman said on 
Friday. 

Lt. Col. Serif Ozcelik told reporters at Incirlik Airbase in 
southern Turkey, the base of the allied forces’ air com- 
ponent, that Turkey was contributing to the force with a 
mechanized company and a support unit. [passage 
omitted] 

Officials Detect No Flaws in Domestic F-16's 

742607113291 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 
1000 GMT 26 Jul 91 

[Excerpt] Ankara (A.A}—Turkish defense officials said 
on Thursday that the F-16 fighter aircraft being copro- 
duced in Turkey were not suffering from developed 
stress cracks where the wings join the bodies, a flaw 
detected on older U.S. F-16s. 

The U.S. Department of Defense confirmed the report 
on Tuesday. The Pentagon estimated it could lose [as 
published] over 250 million dollars to fix the fleet of 
1,600 planes. 

The U.S. Air Force said the cracks resulted from aggres- 
sive use during air combat and from weight added to the 
F-16 frame in making flight improvements over the 
years, not from any design flaw by General Dynamics. 

Turkish officials said no such flaw has been observed on 
the Turkish F-16s. We have not seen any such defect, 
because our planes are new, one Turkish defense official 
said. We will, however, take measures to be drawn from 
lesson of older U.S. F-16s. We will closely follow what 
the Americans will do, he added. [passage omitted] 
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Quadripartite Conference Prospects Assessed 

NC2607085491 Istanbul MILLIYET in Turkish 
23 Jul Yi p 4 

{Sam: Kohen commentary: “Is What Bush Said 

Enough”) 

[Excerpts] During his visit to Turkey, President Bush 
expressed support for the idea of a quadripartite confer- 
ence on Cyprus, mentioned Rauf Denktas by name— 
something he had earlier failed to do, and referred to UN 
Security Council Resolution 649. All these are positive 
developments. President Bush also said that the United 
States does not want to impose a solution to the Cyprus 
probiem and refrained from exerting pressure during his 
mectings with Turkish officials. 

President Bush's approach appears to have been less 
satisfactory to the Greek and Greek Cypriot officials and 
media. One Athens newspaper claimed that “Bush and 
Ozal are now on the same side.” This impression, while 
not completely accurate, is still gratifying to Turkey. 

The U.S. approach has not, however, settled all out- 

standing problems. Mention has been made of a quadri- 
partite conference, but it remains to be determined in 
what capacity two of its participants will sit at the 
negotiating table. The U.S. position on this matter 1s not 
clear, as Bush has preferred to leave the details to be 
sorted out by the UN Security Council. This is one of the 
problems Camullion and Ferssel, the UN secretary gen- 
eral’s envoys, will discuss during their visit to Ankara, 
which starts tomorrow night, and their subsequent talks 
mm Athens and Nicosia. 

The Greek and Greek Cypriot position on a quadripar- 
tite conference 1s also not clear. Bush believes Prime 
Minister Mitsotakis may accept this idea, but the Greek 
Cypriot spokesman yesterday announced that the 
Vasihou administration continues to prefer a “nine- 
party” conference 

The Greek Cypriot side insists that Yeoryios Vasiliou's 
Status at any meeting on Cyprus (be it four-party, five- 
party, or nine-party talks) must be that of “president of 
Cyprus” and Rauf Denktas’ only “leader of the Turkish 
Cypriot community.” The Turkish Cypriot side cannot 
accept this, as doing so would contradict the principle of 
equality upheld by Resolution 649 and imply that the 
Greek Cypnot side was the state and the Turkish Cyp- 
nots only members of a minority community. [passage 
omitted] 

This 1s the main problem the UN envoys will have to 
settle in their contacts on the Cyprus dispute 4 nother 
problem is the Greek Cypriot side's condition that the 
Turkish Cypriot side make certain concessions on the 
issues of land and refugees. In a report he issued a while 
back, Perez de Cucllar said that the “bass for an 
agreement” should be established before a conference on 
Cyprus got under way. To convene a four-party confer- 
ence before such a basis 1s laid could well prove futile, 
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but this does not mean that one side must accept all the 
other's demands and make concessions without getting 

anything in return 

The Turkish Cyprnot side submitted an cight-point draft 
agreement several weeks ago. In his report, Perez de 
Cuellar noted the points on which the two sides dis- 

agreed If the “basis for an agreement” 1s to be estab- 
lished before a conference 1s convened, then all eight 
points, and not just those concerning land and refugees. 

must be discussed mn a spirit of “give and take.” 

This 1s the basis the UN envoys are expected to try to 
establish during their shuttle mission. If they fail, then 
nothing will be scttied and a quadnpartite conference 
will not be convened 

Speaking in Istanbul, President Bush siressed the need 
for Turkish-Greek rapprochement and a Cyprus solu- 

tion. He asserted: “Now 1s the time to establish lasting 

peace.” We agree. We believe that the current interna- 
tional climate provides an “opportunity” to achieve 

reconcihation 

Nevertheless, no problem, including that of Cyprus, can 

be solved by nice words alone. President Bush's com- 
ments have stirred hope in Turkey, but the problems 
have not yet been solved. It is now up to the United 

Nations to do so and to pave the way to reconciliation 

Giray Discusses Cyprus Issue With UN Official 

142507105991 Ankara Turkive Radyolari Network 
in Turkish 1000 GMT 25 Jul 91 

{Text} Foreign Minister Safa Giray today recenved Oscar 

Camulion, the UN secretary general's special representa- 

tive in Cyprus. and conferred with him for some tume 
Guray said that the meeting focused on efforts to hold the 
quadripartiic summit proposed by Turkey in a way that 
will yreld results. Giray noted that UN Secretary General 
Perez de Cuellar and Camilhon are exerting intensive 
efforts to this end 

Camilion: Summit Possible 

14260710419) Ankara ANATOLIA in English 
OSS0 GMT 26 Jul 9/1 

{Text} Ankara (A.A}—Unnted Nations special represen- 

tative Oscar Camilon, currently in Turkey, said here on 
Thursday a four-way summit can be possible if any 
sensible developments occur concerning main points 

Answering reporters questions after his meeting with 
Foremgn Minister Safa Giray, Camilion said his contacts 
in Turkey were very constructive and discussions are still 

underway concerning the cight main points proposed by 

the Turkish side 

These are the main objectives: general relations of the 
federation, clements of the constitution, securities and 
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guarantees, territorial arrangements. the three freedoms 

and displaced persons, economic security, and passage 
precautions. 

Foreign Minister Safa Giray said hard work 1s necessary 
to reach a solution and the United Nations secretary 
general 1s working towards the realisation of the four- 
way summit proposed by Turkey 

“Mr. Camilion and Feissel are working towards such a 
solution and it 1s the reason for their visit to Turkey,” he 
said. 

Officials Leave for Athens 

TA2707 084991 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 
O810 GMT 27 Jul 9l 

[Text) Ankara (A.A}—A semor UN. official said on 
Friday he held useful talks on Cyprus with Turkish 
officials and would follow them up in Athens on Sat- 
urday 

“We had useful and positive talks.” Oscar Camihon, 
special representative of U.N. Secretary General Javier 
Perez de Cuellar, told reporters. “We are not interested 
in the procedural aspects of a mecting among the parties 

concerned. What we now need 1s progress on the atti- 
tudes of the parties.” he said 

Camilon said his efforts did not depend on any specific 
proposal for settlement talks. “We are trying to define a 
framework for the problem that can be brought to the 
negotiating table 

Turkey has proposed the Cyprus problem be solved in 
four-way talks between Ankara. Athens and the Turkish 
and Greek communities of the divided island. Greece 

and Greek Cypriots object to the proposal 

Camilon said he and an aide, Gustave Ferssel, would 

meet Greek Foreign Minister Andonios Samaras and 
other officials in Athens 

Turkish officials said the UN. officials would complete 
two rounds of talks with Turkey, Greece and the two 

Cypriot communities by August before Perez de Cuellar 
draws up a report on the problem 

Cyprus has been divided since Turkish troops were sent 
to the northern part of the cast Mediterranean island in 

1974 following a Greck Cypriot coup d'etat, inspired by 
the junta then ruling in Athens and aimed at annexing 
the island to Greece 

Council Approves Protocol With Khirgizia 

TA2607 182091 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 

1010 GMT 26 Jul 91 

[Text] Ankara (AA}—Turkey and the Soviet Republic of 
Khirgizia will cooperate im a “silk road project” and in 

tourism infrastructure. official sources reported here on 

Friday 
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A protocol signed between Turkey and Khirgizia, fore- 
secing economic and trade cooperation was approved by 
the Council of Ministers. 

According to the protocol published in Friday's edition 
of the OFFICIAL GAZETTE, both sides will cooperate 
in the processing of agricultural products and the extrac- 
tron of mineral raw materials, within the framework of 
the development of economic cooperation 

The protocol 1s valid for a period of one year, following 
which. ut will be renewed if one of the sides does not ask 
for its termination three months prior to the end of that 
year 

LTCP Leader, Others Protest Court Decision 

VC 2007084691 Istanbul HURRIYET in Turkish 
24 Jul Yi p la 

[Onay Yilmaz report: “Reaction to the Closure of the 
United Turkish Communist Party”) 

[Text] Istanbul, (HURRIYET}—Haydar Kutlu, secre- 
tary general of the United Turkish Communist Party 
{[UTCP], has said: “The constitutional court's decision 
to close down the UTCP 1s another shameful chapter in 
our country’s history. The government and the constitu- 
tional! court bear most of the blame for this sorry state of 
affairs.” 

At a news conference he and other party officials held 
yesterday. Kutlu asserted: “Any reasonable person 
should be embarrassed to live in a country where, for one 
reason or another, political parties are still being closed 
down. This 1s particularly true now that mankind is 

entering a new era of freedom.” 

Link to Bush's Visit 

Kutlu claimed that the constitutional court's decision ts 
connected to President Bush's visit to Turkey. He also 
said that, despite the claims that “freedom of thought” 
exists in Turkey, the decision to close down the UTCP 
just because of its name and program indicates that 
nothing has been learned from recent international 
developments. 

Professor Sadun Aren, leader of the Socialist Unity Party 
[SUP], has also criticized the decision. He said: “I can 
see no political justification for this decision and con- 
sider it a mistake.” 

For his part, Aulla Coskun, an SUP provincial leader, 
has said that left-wing parties are worried by the consti- 
tutional court's decision 
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* Prime Minister Announces New ANAP Program 
9IES09234 Istanbul DUNYA im Turkish 

1 Jul 91 p 7 

[Text] Ankara—Yesterday at the Turkish Grand 
National Assembly [TBMM] gencral session Prime Min- 
ister Mesut Yilmaz read the program of the fourth 
ANAP [Motherland Party] government. formed under 
the leadership of Mesut Yilmaz. Yilmaz said that it 1s 
impossible to turn back from the policies instituted by 

the ANAP government in 1983. “These positive devel- 
opments must be continued in order for our country to 

assume its place, not on the fringes, but in the center of 
the new world order taking shape as we are on the brink 
of the 2000's.” he said 

Drawing attention to ANAP’s previous performance and 
experience and stressing that they are determined to 
retain the climate of stability, Prime Minister Mesut 
Yilmaz said thai the government is “set upon working 
towards a great, strong, civilized and prosperous Turkeys 

that 1s open to development and based on the founda- 
tions laid by other ANAP administrations. the principles 
of nationalism, conservatism, social justice and the free 
market economy based on competition.” 

The Mesut Yilmaz government's program was discussed 
and given final form in the Counci! of Ministers day 
before yesterday and taken up in the TBMM ANAP 
group yesterday. Yilmaz read his government's program 
in the TBMM General Assembly at 1500 hours Discus 
sions will be held on Wednesday of the government 
program, which consists of 5*® pages and. while con- 

taining carly elections messages on the one hand extends 
the solution of fundamenta! problems into the year 2000 
on the other. The vote of confidence on the Yilmaz 

government will take place on Friday. Meanwhil- 

former Prime Minister Yildirim Akbulut. who has 
announced that he will not come to the TRBMM for the 
vote of confidence, attended the ANAP group mecting 

yesterday. 

Inflation, heading the list of Turkey's most important 
economic problems today. docs not appear in the ncw 
government program. Neither 1s there any mention of 
what kind of policy will be pursued in the fight against 
inflation or of a target figure. The only reference occurs 
in the sections on wage carners where passages appear 

saying wages will not be crushed by inflation. Also, the 
program does not deal with the salaries of anxiously 
waiting civil servants. It 1s noted only that the public 
personne! regime will be revised to add a merit system 

The introduction describes the principle function of the 

State in economic development as “regulatory. arranging 
economic relations of individuals and businesses. put 
ting in place lasting regulations governing disputes and 
providing for economic stability, rarsing productivity by 
removing obstacics, and the smooth operation of the 
decisionmaking mechanism ~ 
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lt os stated that the activities which the state should 

conduct directly are mfrastructure services, with the 
exception of also building industnal facilites in back- 
ward regions to be transferred to the people after a short 
whailc 

Taxation 

The government program deals with economic matiers, 
primarily taxation Measures that Ekrem Pakdemurl 
drew up carer as a draft law while he was finance and 
customs minister but which did not pass the TBMM are 
listed in the program. These include writing legislation to 
allow wage carners to deduct expenditures for culture, 
education, heaith. and housing credit interest from their 
taxes and sending t to the Assembly 

The program notes that Turkey serves as an example to 

developing countries and especially East Europe as 
regards an effective taxation system and reduction of tax 
evasion and that auto-control mechanisms for reducing 
tax evasion more rapidly will be expanded and efforts for 
document standardization are ongoing. It 1s also pointed 
out that the average profit ceiling practice will be phased 
out, that the standard of living deduction wall improve, 
that all business large and small will take advantage of 
tax cxcmplions and that a tax system to encourage 
investment will be formulated 

Mesut Yilmaz made the following promises on the 
economy) in his government program 

Industrialisation. 

Industnalization policies will continue to be the prin- 

cypal clement of devclopment, and practical measures 
will be taken as regards the transfer and implementation 
of new technologies. Our industry will be given guidance 
on bringing the goods produced into conformity with EC 
Single Market standards. especially from the technical 
and security standpoints. The consultation and eng)- 
neering services sector will get incentives. An inventory 
will be taken of trained manpower for this purpose 
Incusirial investment proyects to be undertaken in for- 

eign countries will get incentives also. The Patent Law 
which has been om effect for more than 100 years 
involving industrial ownership will be revised to con- 
form to EC membership requirements 

Production power able to compete mn world markets in 
quality and price wall be sustained and new incentives 
will be developed for the formation of an industrial 
potential that will be ready for the 2000's 

Exports 

It us seen that our foreign trade will still be able to grow 
a great deal when the neighboring countries are taken 
into account. Exports will be encouraged at the produc- 
tion stage. and incentives will no longer be in cash form 
barring some cxceptions. Advanced technology will be 
encouraged in areas in which we are competitive. Incen- 
tives will be directed towards full employment and 
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capacity. There will be no revaluation of the Turkish lira 
for the purpose of increasing cxports 

Imports 

Regulations to prevent unfair competion in imports 
will be seriously enforced. Attention will be paid to 
comphance with import standards and service after sales 
m primary goods. 

New Under Secretariat 

A new structure will be adopted in forcign trade The 
foreign trade units of the HDTM [Treasury and Foreign 
Trade Under Secretariat] and the incentives and compl:- 
ance, foreign capital, and free economic zones units of 
the DPT [State Planning Organization] will be combined 
mm a new Foreign Trade Under Secretariat. The DPT unn 
for cooperation with Islamic countries will be given to 
the Foreign Ministry, and the DPT will become a con- 
sultative unit. Customs procedures will be simplified 

Cartel Law 

The program includes a carte! law that ANAP admunrs- 
trations have had on the agenda for a long time but have 
been unable to get passed by the TBMM Work on 

regulations for protection of consumer nghts. compet:- 
tion laws similar to those in developed countries to 
provide stability on the goods and services markets and 

prevention of possible unfair competition in the produc- 
tion and distribution of goods and services will be 
submitted to the Assembly soon 

Small Business 

Small business and trades technology. marketing. trained 
workforce, quality and information access will be 

obtained through KOSGEB [expansion not given) sup- 
port. Moreover, efforts will be made to fulfill the needs 
of this sector, such as investment and operating credit 

Foreign ( apital 

Incentives will encourage the development of foreign 
capital and protection of reciprocal balance 

Agriculture 

A grain market will be formed for the purpose of 
conducting cereal grains sales in conformity with 
farmers’ interests and providing farmers support prior to 
harvest. Support prices for agricultural products will be 
kept above inflation. Payments will be made in advance 
if possible, and if not possible Ziraat Bank loans will be 
set off and no interest charged. The Ziraat Bank will be 
given guidelines to allow it to serve the farmer better 
which 1s tts fiscal duty 

Mining 

The private sector will be offered more mcentives om 
mining to enable cxrsting potential to be realized better 

Nationalized mines will be returned or privatized 
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Greater resources will be provided for local oi! explora- 
von. Privatization will be accelerated as ciectricity pro- 
duction increases 

Tourism 

A “Tourtsm Coordination Board™ will be formed. con- 
sisting of representatives of the private sector and public 
organizations to identify and devise solutions for 

tourism sector problems Tramuing will be stressed. Pub- 

licity campaigns begun in Europe. the United States and 
the Far East to promote Turkey's tourrst potential will 
continue 

European ( ommunity 

Our top goal 1s to initiate a new process of closeness and 
cooperation bringing Turkey up to full membership and 
to increase the clements of integration between us 

We hope that our European partners will take measures 
without delay to settle, as historic responsibility 
demands. certain cxrsting difficulties to restore a strong. 
dynamic structure to Turkish-EC relations 

Labor 

Our government will do everything possible to sustain 
true labor-management dialogue. one of the most impor- 
tant elements of labor life {1 1s fundamental in collective 
agreement negotiations that economic resources be 
borne in mind. that wages not be croded by inflation. 
and that growing prospernty be shared Dialogue will take 
place to climinate the nude wage-dressed wage dispute 
All workers will come under the social security umbrella 
The Bag-Kur Law will be revised im an attempt to 
provide its imsurees the resources granted to those under 
other plans 

All citizens will have health insurance, and imcentives 
will encourage the establishment of private health inst- 
tutions which will be given priornty om the allocation of 

resources 

According to the government program. compulsory edu- 
cation will be rarsed to enghi years by 2000 and later to 10 

years. The Higher Education Council Law will be 
revised, and the women's position m society will be 
elevated Legislation «ill be written to allow attorneys to 
Participate im preleminary investigations Also. land will 

be allocated for 10 years interest-free to cooperatives 
with low-income members Attention 1s drawn in the 
program to the need for a multifaceted and active foreign 
policy, and it 1s noted that Turkey will strive to clominate 
regional uncertainties and wi!) demonstrate in a concrete 
way through its policies that it 1s an clement of stability 
Relations with the United States will be developed. 
relations with United Germany will be placed on a more 
advanced plane. normalization of relations with Iraq will 
depend on its comphance with UN resolutions. and 
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negotiations based on equality in Cyprus will be sup- 
ported. the program stresses 

* Brief Biographies of Yilmaz Staff Reported 
GIESO9I3IB Istanbul CL MHURIVET om Turkish 

27 Jun Yipéd 

[Text] Ankara—The Yilmaz cabinet. purged of Akbulut 
supporters, 1s heavily liberal ft includes sia munesters 
from the group called “active neutrals” who threw their 
support to Yilmaz at the last minute and five ant- 

Akbulut conservatives) Ekrem Pakdemirli. Vehbi 
Dincerier, Muzaffer Anci. Eyup Cenap Gulpinar and 
liker Tuncay. The government has an average age of 48 
and includes six minisicrs who were national deputies 
from Istanbul. three from Ankara. and none from Izmir 

For the first tume in the history of the Republic, Karsehir 
has the opportunity to supply a minister to the cabinet on 
Gokhan Maras 

Yilmaz rewarded those who played a significant role om 

helping him win the ANAP general chairmanship with 
positions im the government Pakdemirl: was made 
deputy prime menister in exchange for his support for 
Yilmaz, while his close frend Muzaffer Anci came into 
the cabinet as minister of natural resources Sia of the 

active neutrals who decided to support Y :imaz at the last 
minute have seats in the cabinet 

The political anatomy of the ministers in the Yilmaz 
government follows 

Ekrem Pakdemirli (deputy prime minister) He 1. among 
the conservatives. He wavered for a long time over 
whether to run for general chairman at the convention 
but decided at the last minute to support Yilmaz when 
he could not garner cnough support 

Fehrettin Kurt (minister of state): Served for a long tome 
as minister of energy and natural resources mm the 
Akbulut Government. He was among those who first 
waved Yilmaz's banner for ANAP [Motherland Party] 
general chairman. He did not hesitate to fight for Y imaz 
m the Akbulut government and resigned as energy and 
natural resources minister at Akbulut's request Made a 
minister of state as well as organizational chaurman of 
ANAP. he ts among Yilmaz's “vanguard ~ 

Mostafa Tasar (minister of state) Ran \ mar + effort to 
win the general chairmanship from behind the scenes for 
a long tome. He favored Semra Oval in the Istanbul 
provincial convention and. as counci! charrman. skill- 
fully sf controversially cancelled the convention 

Imren Aykut spokesman) A member of the 
group opposing Yilmaz from the beginning She never 
hesitated to criticize Yilmaz in the Akbulut government 
Her closeness to Semra Oval ensured her return to the 
cabinet despite her opposition to Yilmaz 

Vehbi Dincerier (minister of state) Among the conserva: 
tives. He battled Oval in running against Akbulut for 
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Assembly speaker. However. he still served as monister 

of state im the Akbulut government because he acts 
independently of the conservative group and 1s effective 
mm the party rank and file 

Kamran Inan (minister of state): Alicr the Justice Party 
was banned. he continued his political career in the new 

Natsonalist Democracy Party. formed after 12 Sep- 
tember, but transferred to ANAP when thes party dis- 

banded. Before becoming a minister, he had described 
the Oval family as a “dynasty.” When his name was left 

off the inst in the Akbulut midnight government. he 
reacted by calling a meeting of eastern national deputies 

Than Akuzum (minister of state): His closeness to Orval 
defines hrs political line He has succeeded at remaining 
behind the scenes in internal party disputes He 1s among 
the liberals within ANAP. He was also among the 
ministers who supported Yilmaz prior to the conven- 

tron 

Cengiz Tuncer (minister of state): Was a possible cand:- 
date for general chairman after O7zal was clected presi- 
dent. Is liberal Was also ANAP organizational 
chairman. He typifies a politian who never defies 
Oval’s wishes. Despite berng minister of communnica- 
tons and transport, he lost the convention im Antalya 
his voting distnct. He announced his candidacy for 
ANAP general chairman after touring the Far East with 
Oval, but withdrew his candidacy in favor of Yilmaz last 

week upon getting conflicting signals from Cankaya 

Seabashattin Aras (minister of state) A member of the 
“active neutrals” He gives the government regional 
balance He became Erzurum national deputy when 

Akbulut appointed that province's deputy. Togay 
Gemalmaz. energy minister to replace the resegning 
Kurt. He supported Yilmaz 

Ersin Kocak (minister of state) Liberal Was instru. 
mental along with M. Ali Birinci im getting the Adana 
convention to go in favor of Yilmaz When the possi- 
bility arose of appointing someone from Adana to the 
government, Yilmaz got the message that “Bilic: would 
create problems.’ thus guaranteeing Kocak the ministry 

Mehmet Cevik (minister of state): Was in Hasan Cela! 
Gurel’s camp during the extraordinary convention, but 
later switched to Mesut Yilmaz 

Cenap Geulpinar (minister of state): ( onservative. but not 
a leader in the conflict between trends within ANAP. He 
reportedly plays a regional-balance role im being 

appornted to a minisin 

Birsel Sonmes (minister of state); Among the liberals He 
became ANAP national deputy in | 983 at the suggestion 
of Nigde National Deputy Haydar Ozalp He favored 
Yilmaz on the general chairmanship struggic 

Ali Talip Ozdemir (minister of state): Known to be chose 

to the Oval family He was clected national cd * 
running at Ovzal’s request, in the 1987 eclectloms « °< 
serving as Eregl (Konya) mayor 
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Sakir Seker (minister of justice): Started oul on polrtecs mn 
the banned MHP [Nationalist Action Party} Was MHP 
Sivas provincial chairman pror w 1980 and resumed 

political life un ANAP when nt was formed. He served as 
ANAP provincial chairman in Sivas. He was clected 

national deputy in 1987 He supported Mesut Yilmaz at 

the convention despite closeness to the Akbulut family 

Barias Dogu (national defense minister}; Mei (zai on the 
carly years of ANAP and became the first Ankara 
provincial chairman. Despite joining the TBMM 
[Turkish Grand National Assembly} in the 1983 clec- 
trons, he has not been active in ANAP administration or 

its governments. He supported Hasan Celal Guzel in the 
extraordinary convention Took a stand beside Akbulut 
pror to the convention. but received appointment to the 

Yilmaz government at Ozal's request 

Mustafa Kalemili (interior minister); An AN AP founder 
He was health minister in the first Ozal government. He 
1s among the leading liberals. He has served as internor 
minister in latter vears 

Safa Giray (minister of foreign affairs): An ANAP 
founder Invariably a minister in the Ozal governments 
A leading liberal, he served for a long ume as national 
defense minister in the Akbulut government He clashed 
with Prime Minister Akbulut when pro-Yilmaz deiegates 
at the Bakirkoy District convention were not allowed 
imto the hall. He resigned from the National Defense 
Ministry when Akbulut refused to intervene mm the 
incident 

Adnan hahbveci (finance and customs minister): Served as 
advisor to the prime ministry in the first Oval govern- 
ment. He was a prominent actor in the Ozdaglar bribery - 
tape recording scandal. He is known to be close to the 
Ozal tamily 

Avni Akyol (national education minister); Stanicd oul in 
politics im the Justice Party. Culture minister im the 
Demirel government. Later continued his political lrfe in 
ANAP_ Appointed national education minister after 
leaving the Hasan Celal Guzel camp. Follows the liberal 
trend 

Husamettin Oruc (public works and resettlement minis- 
ter): Elected national deputy from the position of Bursa 
provincial chairman and was appointed minister of state 
in the Akbulut government. In the liberal trend Favored 
Yilmaz 

Yasar Fryiimaz (health minister): In the liberal group 
Becam,. savional deputy from Agni in the 1987 electrons 
Played active role in ANAP internal conflicts Supported 

Mesut Yilmaz before the convention 

Ibrahim Osdemir (communications and transport minis- 
ter): Began politics in ANAP with Oval Elected national 
deputy from Istanbul in 1983. A leader im the liberal 

trend, he made sugnificant contnbutions to Semra Orvzal’s 
election as Istanbul! provincial chairman 
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Iker Tuncay (agriculture, forestry and village affairs 
minister): Jouned the conservative trend during ANAP’s 
founding years 

Metin Emiroglu (labor and social security minister) An 
ANAP founder. Elected national deputy from Malatya in 

i983. Emuroglu. who follows the iiberal trend, was 
national education minister in the second Oza! govern- 
ment 

Ruste Kazim Yucelen (industry and trade minister): 
Comes from a politcal family. Elected national deputy 
from ice! mm 1983. Served for a long time as Mustafa 
Tasar’s assistant. Supported Hasan Celal Guzel at the 
extraordinary convention. Later switched to Yilmaz 

Miuzaffer Arici (emergy and natural resources minister) 
Elected to parhament as Denizli national deputy in 1983 
cleciions. Follows the conservative trend Was the only 
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person who supported Pakdemurl: within the ANAP 

group following Pakdemurli's resignation as Finance 
Minister 

Geokhan Maras (culture minister) (nc of the “activist” 

national deputies in ANAP. which he jouned as an 

attorney m the cause of the banned MHP Elected 

national deputy from Kuirschir in 1987 He supporicd 
Hasan Celal Gurzel at the extraordinary convention but 

gave his support to Yilmaz prior to the convention 

Bulent Akarcali (tourism minister) Stanicd out in polrtics 
m ANAP in 1983 at Ozal’s request. Elected national 
deputy from Istanbul. Never icft Yilmaz's sade during 
the general chairmanship race Was appointed health 

munister in the Ozal government formed after the 1987 

clecuons. Was forced to leave the minisiry because of 
harsh words spoken against Mehmet Kececiler 
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